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QpnlK
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Blue Bonnet and Beaverette
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Troops
Oirl Scouts held their an
Hie Rockland Oazette was established ln 1846.
In 1874 the Courier
Halloween party Thursday
»as established and consolidated with the Oazette ln 1882. The Free Press nual
(By The Roving Reporter—First Installment)
wa" established in 1855 and ln 1881 changed Its name to the Tribune. These night at the Universalist vestry with
papers consolidated March 17. 1887
they departed It was always to
the Camden Oirl Scouts as guests,
spread
tiie word among friends that
and with 10S Scouts and thelr lead
here
was
an ideal shore resort.
ers attending.
I EDITORI ALI
Tne next stop, for the night was
The affair was In charge of Cap
now quite well advanced, was In
tain Trask with the following com
CULTURE COMES OUR WAY
Machias. The town's old established
mittee chairmen as helpers: Vlttrlce
restaurants had closed lor the
Hayes, refreshments; Joan Hunt,
"The Cultural Capital of the World." That is what the
night, but a stranger told us that
fudge; Barbara Koster, fortune tell
Maine Development Commission would like Maine to become,
around the corner was a place
ing; Barbara Boardman, ghost
and It Is altogether possible that the Pine Tree State may
called Sara’s Coffee Shop.
A
room; Dorothy Trask and Janet
comparatively new establishment I
some day attain that distinction. Everett F. Oreaton, ex
Smith, decorating; Dorothy Trask,
ant inclined to think, but the pro
ecutive secretary of the organization told the Women's City
program; and Captain Trask In
Twice during the past Summer prietress was most cordial and the
Club- of Boston something about hts ambitions the other day.
charge of the spelling bee, with Mrs.
Pettaplece and Miss Brown of Cam
pointing cut as he did so that the war has "entirely dis
Bob Webster and I have been meal which she prepared in a trice
was admirable, including some ot
den assisting. Mrs. Reams and Mrs.
rupted" cultural pursuits on the European continent that have
treated to convincing samples of the sweetest and most tempting
Perry
of
the
local
committee
assisted
always attracted persons from all parts of the world. “Dur
midwinter weather. The first was lobster I have eaten. "Out of the
ln serving, and Evelyn Peaslee was
ing the past few Summers,” says Mr. Oreaton, "there has been
on June 30. when we dined on Mt. water this morning,'’ Sarah volun
ROCKLAND
NAVAL
COMMUNICATIONS
RESERVE
UNIT
at the piano for the program.
a notable Increase ln the number of world-famed artists and
Front row. left to right: Arthur Risteen, executive officer; Oscar 11. Crie, commanding officer; John Robi Washington to the accompaniment teered.
Prizes for the best costumes were shaw. radio man 1st class; Raymond Sprowl, recruit. Second row, Woodrow Morrison, recruit; Robert of a full fledged snow, hall and
patrons of the arts who have summered In Maine and have
Knows Ray Foley
awarded to: Jean Smith. Troop 1, Murch, Belfast, recruit; Arthur Stevens, recruit.
—Photo by Cullen, i rain storm. The second occasion
found that our State is peculiarly fitted to replace the old
Camden; Maxine Wentworth, Troop ___ __ ______ _
The night patrolman In Calais
—
- — ■
■ was Sunday Oct. 26. when we rode
shrines of culture that have all but dlsapepared under the
2. Camden; Joan Hunt and Emma
rejoiced ln the genial cognomen of
over
50
miles
of
New
Brunswick
Few persons realize that Rockland
rule of the dictators." Already musical centers in Camden
Lou Peaslee, Troop 3, Rockland;
highway which was covered with Joe Murphy and we enjoyed our
and Carolyn Chisholm, Troop 2, has any branch of the military serv
and Bluehill have attained leading roles m the musical world.
four to 10 inches of snow. Aroos chat with him in front of the St.
ice
except
the
National
Ouard,
but
Rockland.
Art centers, particularly along the coast, are attracting many
took County Is generally credited Croix Hotel.
there
is
another
active
unit
which
Two girls from each troop par'We've got a Calais man up our
of the world’s leading artists, who flnd that Maine's Summer
with having the first snow of the
tlcipated in the spelling bee. with ha* been ln <‘xistence since 1928.
season but when we arrived lmWfty,'' volunteered Bob.
climate and Its profuse scenic aspects are ideal for working
This
organization
is
tlie
United
Barbara Koster of Rockland win
The night cop became Instantly
Houlton two hours later it was to
or teaching. Summer theatres. Oreaton said, now bring the
ning the prize. Judges were the States Naval Communications Unit
enthusiastic when Bob mentioned
find
only
slight
traces
of
snow
ln
country's leading actors and actresses to the State. Schools
stationed at the Post Office and
leaders.
the potato fields and none at all the name of Ray Foley of the
colleges throughout the State now offer Summer courses In
An excellent program, with all was formed by the late Kenneth V.
Thomaston State Police Barracks.
on the highways.
White
who
commanded
it,
with
the
the several arts where beginners or advanced students may
troops taking part, was a special
’
... .,
"Know him! I should say I do,"
Our
latest
expedition
was
a
bit
study while on vacation.
,
feature, after which dainty refresh rating of Chief Radioman until his
exclaimed the Calais officer; “we
unusual
in
some
other
respects.
death.
ments were served.
Leaving Rockland at 6 p. m„ Sat were brought up together, and I
The present unit consists of 10
Those
present
were:
Beverly
Oro

urday we were back home at 10 Ican
>'ou he’s a fine chap."
WALL STREET WAGERS
members and is a part of the far
ver, Marilyn Oreenlaw, Joan Saw
p. m„ Sunday having meantime
In 8 filling station Bob met a
flung Naval service, subject to call
yer, Beverly Upton, Peggy Smith,
Wall Street, which has been wagering on Presidential
covered 641 miles through fickle World War buddy by the name of
at any time for activeduty ashore
Ruth Brown. Prances Dailey, Oenie
weather conditions which offered Ooo<1 Wanted to know if we knew
elections—and everything else—since the famous street was
or afloat.
Dailey, Isabel Payson, Rebecca
plenty
of sunshine, lots of extreme Hec Staples, and proceeded to voice
established, has reversed Its former views, and instead of
In the quarters on the third floor
Johnson. Blanch Bryant, Bette
cold----- for October—and occasional a very favorable opinion of the
betting 12 to 5 on Roosevelt ls now risking Its money even on
of the Post Office building there is
heavy snow flurries.
l>aat
department
commander's
Stetson, Virginia Underwood, Mary a powerful transmitting set. capable
Willkie. or even giving slight odds on the Republican candidate.
ability.
Ann Hale, Maxine Wentworth. Vil of working other Navy stations of
Widely
Scattered
Meals
This might not seem to be in accord with the Oallup polljn spite
We missed City Marshal Kerr
ma Colson, Shirley Cookson, Betty the First Naval District, and be
of the Willkie gains during the past fortnight, but there are
To most readers this will sound with whom we have had pleasant
Chief Radioman Oscar H. Crie taking a message at the typewriter.
Kelley, Kathleen Poland, Joan Up yond. Also there is receiving appar
.somewhat like the “flying trips"I meetings on former occasions,
other polls and other ways of securing a line on public opinion.
—Photo by Cullen.
ham, Christine Goodman. Pat Con- atus over which drill messages are
with which the social columns once One of the Customs officials on
The Washington Evening Star, Ind. Dem., has been conducting
nelly, Kay Libby. Joan Eupea, Jean worked every Monday nlght wilh
abounded, but, Mr. Ripley, or other the Canadian side of the Internaa symposium of political conditions ln each State, and finds
Smith, Lois Leary, Prances Kobs, otj,er stations in the navy reserve of Thomaston, an old timer in radio ' ing orders to report for duty at the
skeptics to the contrary, we found tional Bridge was most courteous
Nellie Ames, Clarice Sterns, Ruth progranx
a definite swing toward Willkie. The Courler-Oazette has
and ln the service.
(Naval Communications Training time for a leisurely survey of in- ] and helpful.
Bagley. Prances Prescott. Edna P
of the Naval Com.
conducted no symposium, and ls neither offering nor taking
Several members have been trans- ( School in Torrington, Conn,
teresting places, four reasonably
Rankin. Miss Nellie Thomas, Miss rnunications Reserve is to train ra- ferred to other units and have gone , The present roster consists of Os- square meals, and half of a good Wants Roosevelt Again
odds of any sort, but it finds throughout the country a vast
Kathleen Brown and Mrs Petta- di0 operators who can be called in to active duty within the last few car Crie. Thomaston; Arthur Ris- night's sleep across the border in
"I suppose you're Interested ln
army of Independent, volunteer workers enlisted In the
piece, all of Camden; and Lois Ben- time of emergency for immediate months. Albert Cassidy was dis- teen, Thomaston; John Robishaw. St. Stephen. N. B.
the outcome of our National elec
Willkie cause—men and women who have never played poli
ner, Loraine Iott. Nadine Puller. duty wllll0ut preliminary training. charged recently to become Staff! Rockland; Ray Sproul, Rockland;
"Eats" are very necessary in any tion?’' I volunteered.
tics before. It must mean something.
Joan Ross. Barbara Puller, Orace t)1p members serve without pay and Sergeant Radioman with the Head- j Robert Murch, Belfast Harold W. 28-hour period, but especially so "You bet!" was the Instant reply.
«
Smith. Muriel Young, Janice Kos- are given regular naval ratings for quarters Battery 2d Battalion of Haskell, Searsport; John Fogg when you are traveling ln cold or
"Whom do they favor down this
IT MAKES A DIFFERENCE
tlie 240th Coast Artillery now at Warren Woodrow Morrlsson. Bel- stormy weather. Our "eats" sound wa.v?" I asked,
ter, Cynthia Barbour, Orace Thomp- their position in the service,
son, Priscilla Clarke, Aneta Cokinls,
The present unit is commanded Port McKinley, Portland Harbor fast, and Arthur Stevens of Rock- a good deal like a progressive af- I "The man you have ln now." was
Thoae New Dealers who think that It ls a terrible thing
Mary Libby. Melvina Melvin, Jean by ohief Radioman Oscar H. Crie Three of the new recruits are await- land.
fair, for we had a light supper1 the instant reply. "If Canadians
lor John L. Lewis to come out for Wendell Willkie— terrible
Young. Cynthia Knowlton, Carol________________________________
Saturday night at Lincolnville <'ouW
your Presidential elecfor both John and Wendell—thought such support was a
Ann Wolcott, Ida Reams, Betty
_
Beach, a hearty supper in Machias. tlon *t would be all over now. PreslStaples. Elizabeth Brewster. Dorothy J
Defense CorDS
splendid thing when the C.I.O. president sided with Roose
breakfast Sunday morning in 8alnt dent Roosevelt has a Bummer home
Trask, Joanne Horne, Louise Bar*
velt, and dumped a big fund Into the New Deal war chest.
John, N. B., and supper Sunday down flits way. and I have had the
ton, Barbara Koster, Celia Herrick,
ln Macwahoc, Aroostook Pleasure of meeting him several
What is that old saying about It making a difference whose
Further Details Concern afternoon
Members of the Rockland Waldoboro Man Dropped
Barbara Bartlett. Joan Hunt. Joan
County. Plenty of opportunity for ,lmcs I never saw Willkie."
foot the shoe pinches.
ing the Project Recently digestion between bites, you will The official told us that many
Rackliffe, Elizabeth Libby, Betty
From Sight In This City
Organization Await
Lou Bates.
Americans had crossed into Can
say.
Announced
Some
Weeks
Ago
Unifor ms and Guns
CATHOLIC EDITOR REPUDIATES
Constance Barton, Rhea Gardner,
It was some grind lor Bob to ada during the Summer, but that
Asked for further information drive all the way, but I do not re few Canadians had crossed the
June Barton, Florence Davis, Mary
State and local authorities are
Following are the names of eX'
Perhaps the most startling repudiation of Roosevelt and
Ross, Ramona Niles, Anne Ross. | service men who have joined the conducting a search for Llewellyn concerning the Vinalhaven works call that I saw him nod once in the border "You know," he said, “they
endorsement of Willkie is that of Rev Janies M Oillis, editor
Lois Clark. Dorothy Curtis. Eleanor
headquarters entire Journey. Too busy filling are not permitted to spend money
E. Jackson of this town, missing project, Portland
of the powerful Catholic World Oillis writes ln his leading
Carlsen, Marilyn Cates. Dorothy Corps in the last two weeks:
for luxury out of thelr own coun
promptly
responded
with
the fol "the good old pipe," I rather sus try."
! Irom home since Sept. 27. His wife
editorial in the November issue: "We can stay out of
John H Linnell, N R.P.
Pettee, Margaret Packard, Arlene
pect.
war if on November 5 we vote Franklin D Roosevelt out of
' is very ill and his family Is much lowing.
For the third time since the rovCross, Milicent Powlie, Freda
William A. Hanson, Army.
I snoozed lightly at intervals,
ofllce. What interests me and puzzles me is that the Presi
“This organization resumed work with perhaps a right to do so, for | ln« reporter era was inaugurated
Thompson, Corinne Smtih, Mar
concerned about his continued abGeorge C. Simmons. Navy.
dent should say and do a hundred things, which he ls not
garet Hughes, Diane Cameron, Vitin Vinalhaven Oct. 15, with a crew I had Just returned from the Colby- we spent the night (or what re
Edgar L. Sukeforth, Coast Guard sence.
trlce Hayes, Joanne Chisholm,
called upon by his ofllce to do—Judging, condemning, chal
Pears were expressed that he of 36 men bringing the Calder- Bowdoln football game ln Water mained of it) In St. Stephen. It
Charles H. Nye. Navy R P
Frances Ross, Carolyn Chisholm.
ville that afternoon, partly con was past 1 a. m, when we routed
lenging, threatening other nations, all but daring them to
may
be an amnesia victim.
wood’s Neck road up to State
Charles Collins, 240th C.A.C.
Jacqueline Grispi, Jane Perry, Eve
gealed by exposure to the cold and out the proprietor of a tourist
war. yet blandly declare before God and man, 'I work and
Mr.
Jackson
working
in
Camden
____ _______
_____________
Highway specifications. The parCecil
B. White.
240th C A C.
made sleepy by the wind. However, home—1 a m„ by our time, but 2
lyn Perry, Irene Anderson, Donna
pray for peace.’"
Josiah C. Larrabee, First Maine SePtcomplained of feeling ill. | ticular unit on which this crew is
if any Carnegie medals are to be a. m by Atlantic Standard Time,
Gardner, Janet Smith, Nathalie
left
his
work,
and
after
making
a
now
working
is
between
Dead
distributed for heroism or endur which governs the Maritime Prov
Post, Emma Lou Peaslee. Barbara Heavy Aitillery.
|
lew
purchases
in
Rockland
and
Man's
Curve
and
Carrying
Place
NO THIRD TERM
Alfred Kiskila, 240th CA.C.
inces. We apologized to the blink
ance,
Boardman. Lois Tracey. Little Do
Camden, disappeared.
Bridge—a third class town road. |
. give them all to Bob. I am ing man who finally answered the
Judson H. Rector. 240th C.A.C.
(Iowa Olobe-Oazette)
lores Reams, who did a special song
He is five feet eight inches tall. (Completion of this project will no
Seth Hanley, 240th C.A.C.
bell, but he allowed he was there
and dance number, Mrs. Floyd
Another argument against violating the no-third-term
weighs 145 pounds, has grey eyes, make it much easier for both resi- Streets Alive With Soldiers
Charles
Seavey,
C.M.T.C
tor that purpose, and used to it.
Reams,
Mrs
Evelyn
Peaslee,
Miss
tradition if another argument ls needed—is what it does to
We always have some objective
Robert W. Cuthbert, 240th C.A.C. and dark wavy hair, streaked with dents and Summer visitors to
Mildred
Perrin,
Mrs.
Raymond
We See Armed Sentinels
the system of checks and balances as between the executive
John D. Richardson, 240th C.A.C. grey. He was wearing a blue suit, j reach the Village from the outly- in mind when we start out. This
Perry and Captain Trask, all of
and judicial branches of government under the American
black shoes, blue and white striped ing districts.
I do not know what the war regu
time It was a desire to see what a
Charles
H.
Robinson,
Army.
concept. In eight years President Roosevelt has named five
Rockland.
cap, and a brown sheep-skin lined ) <‘A recent Presidential Letter, ap- foreign country looks like when it lations may be like, but they must
Edward
H.
Huntley,
240th
C.A.C.
The vestry was attractively deco
of the nine members of the Supreme Court. That they were
coat. He had long hands, and his proved In the amount of $32,458 for is at war with another nation. If have Included a ban on lavish use
Leroy 3. Carter, Navy.
selected out of consideration of their political philosophy
rated with orange and black ln
right wrist was broken several 1 a town-wide road project in Vlnal- we had expected to see the Prov cf fuel, for there was apparently
Donald
S.
Crouse,
Navy,
240th
rather than their legal attainments need not be commented
keeping with the Halloween season.
years
ago.
| haven. This calls for construc- ince bristling with cannon and no fire ln the building ln spite of
C.A.C.
on here It's the fact of the appointment of a majority of the
This week the Scouts will observe
The family has offered a reward tion of roads, including excavating, anti-aircraft guns; if we had ex the fact that the temperature was
Oeorge W. Nield, Navy.
highest tribunal by a single President that we're noting. Under
National Oirl Scout Week, com
the law of expectancy, there will be at least two more appoint
George N. Torrey, Army. 303d Art for Information leading to his re- removing ledges, ditching, draining. pected to see the air alive with below the freezing point. The
memorating the birthday of the
turn to his family.
placing base, surfacing, construct bombing planes; if we had expect Winter scenes depicted on the wall
ments to make during the next four years ... It was never
Harold A. Tolman. Army.
founder of their organization Juli
ing
culverts and performing ap ed to see the waterfront barricaded pictures did not help matters
Intended that a President should have control of the Supreme
Fred Henderson. 240th C.A.C.
ette Low who was born Oct. 31. The
with sand bags—then our Journey much, but we were too weary to
Court. Herein lies the best of many good arguments for a sixHonor the World War dead on this purtenant and incidental work.
Leo
C.
Chase,
240th
C.A
C.
Scouts began this week's activities
year Presidential term and no re-election possible.
“The duration of this project was a flat failure, for we saw none mind a small matter like that and
day.
Oeorge
Halstead.
240th
C.A.C.
by attending church Sunday.
It is hoped that the Rockland will depend on several factors: the of those things, and not once was were soon ln the land of nod.
Raymond Tibbetts, 240th CA.C.
Nearby, as we had entered dur
Corps will be the first to secure uni- relief load, the matter of sufficient the Sabbath stillness distubred by
RETIRE FROM MINISTRY
AN APPRECIATION
Fred
M.
Knights,
Coast
Guard.
CIVIL SERVICE EX.AMS
ing tlie night, we saw a large build
sponsor's contributions and the the sound of whirring planes.
Rev Ralph L. Phillips, pastor
To the Officers and Members of
Wlth
these
new
men
it
brings
the
forms
and
guns,
being
the
first
The United States Civil Service
What we did see was cities alive ing, apparently a factory, well il
oi
the Damariscotta
Baptist the 240th C. A. the 8th Coast and Commission announces open com Corps to a membership of 83 ex- ( Corps in the State to organize as a ability to make satisfactory pro
with
soldiers—St. Stephen, Saint luminated. In the morning, as we
gress
during
the
Winter
months.
Church since April. 1938, read his Quartermaster Corps of Port Mc
petitive examinations for the fol- service men. It is hoped to have a unit.
John, Fredericton and Woodstock., were leaving we discovered the real
The Corps in the near future will
resignation at the service Sunday Kinley Maine "Little Alcatraz EL.™
inns for emolovment corps of 160 men and officers by the
will i, At
ai the
tne moment,
moment. however,
nowever. it
it is
is exex}
PRfl>t« of Maine New first of the year. There are drills undertake to secure money for a pected that this project will con- Soldiers very natty in their olive Identity of the estab'.lshmenfl-solRev. Mr. Phillips, whose resigna Island:"
drab uniforms (if that was the 1 diers’ barracks. An armed senI wish to thank you lor the w.mrLhire Vermont Connecticut each Tuesday night at the Spring mess fund and such other things as tinue for some time."
tion becomes effective Nov. 26. will
color) and with thelr miniature tlnel was pacing the street ln front
many favors granted me on my only
retire from the ministry.
SUWSsww. Vx-servlce men ar*’ MS•«. -n
caps arranged ln the rakish Can- [ of it. We said nothing sassy to
too brief stay on the island. I also
.
,
lei
vear- Juthis
raplver
(female).
$1620 aa year.
, Ju_ urged to join the Corps
p at the next of T
o kind,
members
th(? Corps.
adian style on the sides of thelr, him. even If we had been so mindSubscribe to The Courler-Oazette
wish to thank you for the many ex
nlor Stenograhper (female), $1440
heads.
led—which we were not.
pressions of sympathy on my de
The
Corps
is
to
form
a
basketball
When
62
ls
blown
on
the
diaphoneAnyone
knowing
the
whereabouts
a year; Senior Typist (female),
The only arms that most of them | And once more, with the rising
parture to Civilian life.
team and will have games through- j fire whistle, report at once to the of Herbert Handy will please get
$1440 a year; Junior Typist (fe
carried were the arms of smiling, j sun casting a welcome glow, we
As Ever,
out the Winter months. All mem- Armory on Spring street for In ln touch with me.
OPENING FRIDAY
male), $1260 a year.
vivacious damsels who were being started over the 87-mile stretch
•
Charles
M.
Lawry
here
who
wish
to
play
basketball
I
structions.
Charles M. Lawry
THE
The closing date for receipt of
quite monopolized by the young which separates St. Stephen and
report at the Armory tonight.
It is asked that all concerns and
Box 423, Rockland, Me.
applications is Nov. 7.
Tommies. War ls Hell—Oen. Sher Saint John (always spell out the
Tliere Is one more drill night be-1 employes will excuse Corps members
HAD NARROW ESCAPE
The necessary application forms
word Saint, because they never
fore .Armistice
Day, Nov. 11. The) from their work in case of a call on
A vertical iron pipe in front of
_____
____
Nettle
(Crockett)
widow of man said—but not much Hell to
'•Everything Electrical"
and
further
information
may
be
abbreviate the word down there).
that
phase
of
it.
corps members are asked to take j the diaphone. The cause may be I Charles D. Lindsey died suddenly at
0 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND a furnace saved Donald Weed. Lin obtained from
the Secretary.
Gone was the dusty and washAnother thing we saw—perhaps
coln academy janitor, from being
Complete Line of
part ln the iparade on this day. All serious and need the help of a large ! her home 43 Brewster street, late
boardy highway which we knew of
llectrlcal Appliances, Ranges, [ struck toy a heavy iron door blown Board of U. S. Civil Service Ex members are asked to wear their body of ex-service men.
Sunday night. Funeral services will the feature of our trip—a modern
(Continued on Page Eight)
Refrigerators and Washers
I from the oil heater by an ex aminers. at any first or second- uniforms if they have them; if not,
Oliver Hamlin. i be held Thursday afternoon at 2 airport ln the making. This was
class
post
office.
in
the
town
of
Penfield
on
the
main
Servicing and Repairing
plosion. Weed, standing behind
!o’clock, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
the cap or coat. If the member has
highway between St. Stephen and
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette officiating . Obituary deferred.
the pipe when the door struck it.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
EDWIN K. JONES
no uniform parade just the same.
Saint John. I will tell you a little
0 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND
was blown across the basement
something about that as this if I had mj life to live again I
TEL 639-J
but was not hurt. Damage esti
would have made a rule to read some
humble yarn progresses.
poetry and listen to aoma musio at
122J2L mated unofficially at $1,000.
least once a week. The loaa of thaaa
The Inner Man’s Wants
t«ste« la a loaa of happlnaaa.—CharJaa
Congregational Church
Our Saturday night journey along Darwin
Vinalhaven
Rockland 2383 Arthur Jerome Dodge,
2368 Roy Ellsworth Joyce,
SATURDAY, 9.00 A. M. 2369 Douglass Willey Walker,
Rockland the Maine coast was made ln com
BALM
Thomaston 2384 William Arthur Ellingwood, Jr.,
130-131
2385 James Wilfred Balano,
Port Clyde plete darkness, but over familiar After the heat the dew
Port Clyde 2386 Earl Eugene MoAuliff,
2370 Richard Edward Murray,
And the tender touch of twilight;
Rockland territory—so familiar to most
unfolding of the few
Port Clyde 2387 Elmer Woodrow Wadsworth,
2371 Sydney Knight Davis,
Camden readers that I am going to pass it The Calm
atara.
North Haven 2388 Kenneth Harold Leathers,
Warren over with the barest of references. After the heat, the dew.
2372 Gerald Gibson Beverage,
Camden 2389 Stanley Bernard Bryant,
Rockland The first punctuation mark was a After the sun. the shade.
2373 Alfred Burton Stevenson, Jr.,
Rockland 2390 Richard Grinnell Lewis,
Union comma! brief stop) at Lincolnville's
And beatitude ot shadow;
2374
Raymond Monroe Payson,
Dim aisles for memory made.
Camden
Friendship 2391 Lloyd Osborne Gross.
AUNT LYDIA’S TAVERN 2375 Ernest Richard Winslow,
And thought
highly popular eating place. Beach
Rockland 2392 Bertrand Llold Cunningham,
Appletcn
Reever’s Corner, Waldoboro
2376 Elwood Sumner Rowe,
After the sun. the shade.
Inn,
which
by
the
way,
closes
on
Union
Union 2393 Dennis Roland Wentworth,
Ethan Allen Partridge,
After all there ls halm;
Wednesday Evg., Oct. 30 2377
Union the coming Thursday after a sea
Vinalhaven 2394 William Axel Hjulstrom,
From the wings of dark there ls
2378 Paul Lyford Christie,
son
which
has
found
the
"stand

wafture
Union
Rockland 2395 Elwood Herbert Hayes,
Admission 65c
2379 Robert Laurie Allen,
Of sleep night's Infinite paalm—
ing
room
only"
sign
frequently
dis

Union
2396 Benjamin Leroy Hemenway,
And dreams.
Includes Lobster Stew, Doughnuts 2380 John Edward Wade
Camden played. From far and near the Alter all. there ls balm.
Warren 2397 Herbert Joseph Allenwood,
Coffee, Music, Dancing, Cards 2381 Franklin Woodrow Mitchell,
130-134
—Virginia Woodward Cloud
Camden
Hope customers have come, and when
2398 Elijah Kimmens Ripley,
2382 William Elbridge Annis,

But Rockland Men Saw New Brunswick
Cities Teeming With Armed Soldiers

Seek L. E. Jackson

Vinalhaven Roads

We Wanter Know

ELECTRIC SHOP

RUMMAGE SALE

BIG RADIO

COWBOY JAMBOREE

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8

Halloween Party

Confinuafion of Local Draft Numbers

Every-Other-Day
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ELECTION
SCOREBOARD

tbrbk-ttmes-a-week

Be strong, and of a good courage;
be not afraid, neither be thou dismayed; for the Lord thy God is !
with thee whithersoever thou goest.—Joshua 1: 9.

TOTAL
VOTING
PRECINCTS

ELECTORAL
VOTES

2200

11

ARIZ

443

3

ARK.

2156

9

CAL.

11.716

22

COLO.

1520

6

CONN

169

8

DEL.

232

3

FLA.

1322

7

C-A

1766

12

ALA

Book Review

TIME

REPORT NO.

STATE

guests of Mr. Ingraham’s mother
Mrs. Elenora Ingraham.
Mr. and1 Mrs. Marcellus Chandler
Mrs. Lester Merrill and son
of North Attleboro, Mr. and Mrs
Frank De Audrade and daughter Myrven Merrill. Mrs. S. P. Crab
of Westport, Mass., were visitors tree, Miss Thursa Lunt were in Au
gusta and Waterville Friday on
Saurdai at Lester Merrill's.
business.
Miss Lucre tia Pushaw was hos
Mrs. Joseph Pushaw is a surgi
tess to a dinner party recently cal patient in a Portland Hospital
held at her cottage Lermond Pond. Mr. Pushaw accompanied her to
Guests were Mrs. Annie Merrill. Portland.
Mrs. Bert Merrill ar.d daughter
A crew has started work on the
Dorothy. Mrs. Albert Brown of third. class State road known as
Morses Corner Thomaston. Mrs. the School House road.
Fred
Roger Rhoades. Rockland; Mrs. Hardy of Lincolnville is foreman.
Annie Esancy and Frances How
Fred Barry of Rockland has
ard of South Hope. Mrs. John bought a lot from S. P. Crabtree
Pushaw and Mrs. Lester Merrill.
and' will build a small house In
Mrs. John Pushaw. Mrs. Harry the near future.
Pushaw. Mrs. Raymond Crabtree
Faith Ludwig of Hope passed
and Mrs.C. C. Childs attended the the weekend with her cousin
Farm Bureau Convention in Rock j Muriel Childs and grandmother
land.
Mrs. Gertrude Wellman.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Ingraham of
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette
Brookline, Mass., were weekend

THORNDIKE

Expert Snipers In Candlepin League

ROOSEVELT

PRECINCTS
REPORTING

WILLKIE

(By K. S. P.)

The. Microscopic World by

Prai k

Thorne; publishers Julian Measiner

Inc.. New York.
This remarkable book tells lr.r'li
about the wonderland of the lit .1livlng things that are all ate
us. and even within us. It cer
tains over ICO fascinating pictures
many of them contributed by that
master, Dr George Roemniert i
whose microvivarium has been an
outstanding feature of scientific ’
exhibitions all over the country.
In this alluring book and won- ,
derland of the world is revealed a
condition of life in Ure various
forms and astonishing shapers
that will almost be unbelievable,
a world far more marvelous than
Gulliver's Liliput In which we ac
tually live, but give no heed be
cause the plants and animals that ;
inhabit it are so small that we '
cannot see them
But the w’indow to this world is
the microscope.
However, this (
amazing book gives you all this in- |
visible life without the need of
a microscopic
Bloodthirsty little
animals and fierce octopus of the
microscopic world are all pictured
here. Here we can spy upon the
intimate lives of the germs that
affect our health, the yeast cells
that make our bread, and myriads
of all kinds and sorts of peculiar
and thrilling adventures into the
very heart of creation's labratory
of plant life.
This book is dedicated toy the
author 'To My mother who first
showed me what great wonders
there are in little things.” It gives
one a strong stimulus to a roman
tic Imagination, a treasure chest
of research problems solved; and
it opens ones eyes to the fact
that what one calls enemies in the
ordinary sense are mostly doing
more good than evil. "The Micro
scopic World” is a worthy book for
every student who has a mind for
seeing deep into the realities of 1
1
the great web of life.
• • • •
Heavens Dooryard. a novel by
Marguerite McIntire, author of
that arresting story "Free and
Clear"; publishers, Farrar and
Rinehart. Inc., New York.
This, her latest adventure in au
thorship. is something to think
deeply on. Here are found all the
sweet naturalness, high purposes,
flavor and appeal that has been
lost in recent books so over
wrought with sex hazards
Marguerite McIntire harks back
100 years for her story of "Heavens
Dooryard'; we are taken to Mars
Wll tn Maine for the redolent
appeal of new turned earth and
blossoming apple trees, in
vigorous tale. The author knews
her Maine, and puts to shame
some of the weak 6tories written
of our earlier days after refine
ments had found growth in this
State. Here is disarming sim
plicity and love for home and cul
tivation of the soil.
The courtliness of appeal in the
characters which dominate this
book puts into our minds ques
tions as to a lack in devout earn
estness In many oi the present
time. Here we find a Quaker
youth from Concord. Mass., brawny
and hot-headed, who starts out
to carve his future out of a hill
top in Maine. With him Just one
soul, a lovable but eccentric old
soldier of the Revolution who is
still fighting battles with vigor, es
pecially for Jonathon.
This valiant pair one follows
through ln their contacts with
the fanners and citizens of the
State; both good and bad. Finding
happiest ending for valiant pur
pose ln quality and charm. If you
want to read a book as sparkling
in naturalness as the stars in the
sky you have it in ''Heavens Dooryard."

B. & H, Retread Service
RETREADING
USED TIRES
PRICES
KINDS
SIZES

VULCANIZING
COR. MAIN AND RANKIN STS.
lll*lt

[(ASH
f... borrow at Pexttonal. first
choice coast-to-coast. You will
like our extra consideration and

exclusive advantages. Write in.
For a Personal Loan see

THE

Tisuttmai FINANCE co.
MARTIN J. RIELLY, Mrr. Room No.
201, Floor No. 2,
Kresge Bldg. Phone
1155, 241 Water St.
Augusta, Me. Small
Statute License No. 1.
Charges 3% on unpaid monthly
balances up to $150;
monthly on balances above.

IDAHO |

793

4

ILL.

7912

29

IND

3840

14

IA.

2442

11

KAN

2690

9

KY.

4299

11

LA.

1584

10

ME

633

5

MD

1453

8

MASS

1765

17

MICH

3469

19

MINN

3724

11

MISS

1659

9

MO

4357

15

MONT

1237

4

NEB

2031

7

NEV

256

3

N H

295

4

N J

3581

16

Judge it by its Cup Quality

F

214

3

8959

47

N C.

1855

13

N D.

2245

4

OHIO

8600

26

OKLA

3421

11

ORE

1625

5

8010

36

R I.

245

4

8. C.

1272

8

S D.

1958

4

TENN

2295

11

TEX

254

23

UTAH

801

4

VT

248

VA

1704

»>

WASH

2881

8

W VA

2347

8

WIS

2927

12

676

3

--------------PA.

WYO

The Community
Bowling
League

J

N Y

N M

SALAM

The bowling team of the C. H. Rice Co. in the National League. Front row, k-H to right: Robert Gardner. Red.
Smith. Willis Heal; second row, FrcJ Walker, Charles CargL’l, Harold IleaL
,
—Photo by Cullen.
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PER CAPITA INCOME

TALK OF THE TOWN

Secretary of Commerce Jesse H
Jones announces that income pay
ments to persons in Maine in 1939
totaled more than $400,000,000 or
about $481 per man. woman and
child. Maine ranks 23d among all
States in per capita income pay
ments.
The recently completed study of
per capita Income payments toy
States. Secretary Jones pointed out.
reveals that in the 11 years from
1929 through 1939 per capita in
come payments in Maine declined
steadily from $574 in 1929. the
peak year of prosperity, to $372 In
1933. the turning point of the de
pression. From 1933 through 1939
there has been a general improve
ment in the per capita averages.
More than two-thirds of the
$404,000,000 total paid out in the
form of income to persons In
Maine in 1939 took the form of
salaries, wages and other labor in
come (direct and work relief and
unemployed benefits, workmen's
compensation, pension payments,
and related items). Nearly onefifth of the total went to owners
of securities, mortgages, and real
estate. Less than one-fith went
to owners of unincorporated en
terprises.
Salary and wage items recovered
to approximately the same level
of relative importance from 61 per
cent of total payments in 1929 to
60 percent in 1939. Other labor
income Increased ln most years,
rising from 2 percent of total pay
ments In 1929 to 6 percent in 1939
Entrepreneurial income (income of
self-employed persons) from unin
corporated businesses accounted for
15 to 20 percent of total payments
in all years from 1929 through
1939. Dividends, Interest and rents
combined to contribute between 17
and 22 percent of total payments
in the different years.
A breakdown of the total amount
of income payments to individuals
in Maine in 1939 reveals $244,000.030 paid out for salaries and wages.
$26,000 000 for other labor income,
$67,000,000 for entrepreneurial with
drawals. and $68,000,000 for diviends, interest, and net rents and
royalties.
In making public the State per
I capita income figures Secretary
Jones explained they are essential
to better business planning since
I they aid in establishing markets

Swift Co. (0i—Gardner 261. Small

READ ALL THE NEWS

THEN READ ALL TIIE ADS

OCT. 28 - NOV.

OWL'S HEAD-GOLDEN BANTAM

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY

21

STOKELY—Holvos ot Sliced

iVs
CAN

NO

19c

23c

CAN!

DIAMOND
MATCHES
BOXES

TALL
CAN

SALMON

I9<

21<

QUAKER

worth the price

2 nos 17c

PUFFED WHEAT

of the shirt

QUAKER

CORN MEAL

We've always been fussy about

NO. J .
<AU PURPOSE CRACURJ

the collars on our shirts.

>/"

piece lor the rest of the shirt

that can’t speak for itself.

.

o

■Sunshine

2

PKGS

f 7^

KRISPY CRACKERS

man's neck and his neckties.

Next, it’s got to be the mouth

*h
ZAP

SERVE WITH SOUPS. CHOWDERS.
CHEESE . SPREADS. ETC.

1 POUND
PACKAGE

£1

The collars on our Fall shirts

are worth the price of the shirts
for they fit better than any col

BARBARA SCOTT

lar you ever buttoned.

PEPPERMINT PATTIES

™g'23c

You'll note we haven't said a

We're

keeping that news until you get

VICK'S

here.

VAPO-RUB

WHITNEY SHIRTS
$1.50, $1.65. $2.00
VAN HUSEN SHIRTS
$1.65, $2.00
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
$2.00, $2.50
Special—25 Dozen
CHRISTMAS TIES
All Silk. Beautiful Colorings,
Silk Lined—as fine a value as
we ever offered for—

$1.00
Pre-Christmas Price

NATION-WIDE

REG.

29c

PURE

2 OZ
BOT

VANILLA or LEMON

21c

CALO

CAT FOOD

3

CANS

23c

TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST, ROCKI AND, ME.

BARS

25c

PAROW AX--HEAVY

WAX PAPER

ROLLS

I5<

CRISCO

NATION-WIDE

BAKING POWDER

TULL 1 LB
CAN

15<

After Hallowe'en clean your windows with

GREGORYS

LIFEBUOY
SOAP

CLEAN INGREDIENTS-PERFECTLY BALANCED

65c; 2 for $1,25

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ANTHITACITE

NO «
CANS

FULL SIZE

word about the patterns.

CALL 487

2

CORN

RED BREAST

Turkey purchased American aeroi nautical equipment valued at $2.-

Let us fill your bin with the best in coal
. . . D. & H. Anthracite. Every ton is guar
anteed.

21

1 LB

FISH CAKES

a

|

BAG

GORTON-PEW

One thing Orett Robinson disi covered when he was transferred
j from Castine Normal to the Wash
ington State Normal School in
j Presque Isle, was that the “big
j potato” stories were not exagger, atlons. He has sent to the big pota-I
to editor of The Courier-Gazette
j five of the large ones. The largi est weighed 2% pounds and made
[ a family meal.

'

RED

COFFEE

First, it's got to get along with

101.194 in August.

what you get for every
good olu American
dollar you spend at
your NATION WIDE store!

NATION-WIDE

PEACHES

TALK OF THE TOWN The collar alone is

Fred C. Black and Nathan A
Farwell participated in the State
Bridge Tournament at the Augusta
House, in Augusta. Saturday, and
had the distinction of registering
high total in the second section In
the playing of East and West, and
qualifying for the finals. Their
afternoon score was the highest
shown at any table, they brought
home a handsome trophy of their
prowess.

TEA

want ads

WORK WOMOERS

Mrs. Carrie Mank suffered £
painful injury' last Tuesday when.
I her forefinger was caught in an , f
| electric wringer. The finger was
badly crushed and Dr. Jones found
! it necessary to take 10 stitches.
Linda Davis is caring for her.
By
Melvin Gleason visited friends in
RUTH WARD
' Augusta a few days the past week.
Willard Howard was among those
Armour's team won three points home from Fort McKinley over
Friday night, in a match with Van the weeeknd.
Tho Women's Community Club
Baaiens crew, winning the first
string by A3 pins, enough to win the will hold a benefit card party Nov.
total even though they lost the next 2 at 8 o'clock at the home of Mrs
two. The scores were low. Dan Loretta Rich. Union.
Frantz and Wes Ryder tying for
Miss Hattie Boggs of South Hope
high total with 259
is guest of Mrs. Alice Plummer.
Water Co. came through with
A utility shower for Mr. ar.d
three points in a battle with Gulf Mrs. Lyle Norwood was held Thurs
Co. . Gulf won the first string by day night at the home of Mr. and
nine pins, and lost the second by 50. Mrs. Linwood Carroll.
gaining only seven back in the third.
Tony. Juanita and Buddy with
Roy Danielson rolled 277 for high
total, and there were no singles ever A. Rowley's orchestra gave a fine
entertainment and dance /Tues
100.
Armour's (3)—Flagg 230. Thomas day at the High School Gym which
235. Jameson 224 Brown 240, Ryder I was filled to standing room only.
I A substantial sum was netted by
259; total 1188
Van Baalen (2)—Levinthal 189 1 the senior class.
Mr. and Mrs A. E. Ames enterEpstein 258. Bernstein 222. Frantz.
! tained Monday night in honor of
259. S. Goldberg 226; total 1154.
Water Co. (3)—C. Winslow 274. Mrs. Ames' sister’s birthday. Those
Curtis 248. Bartlett 260. Simmcns present were Mr. and Mrs. Nelson (
Carr, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fernald.
262. A. Winslow 264: total 1298
Oulf (2l—Hallowell 224. Murphy Mr and Mrs. Leo Martell. William
’ 264. Seavej' 237. Black 262. Daniel Sallinen. Miss Eleanor Spear. Mrs.
E R. Spear. Miss Grace Tuttle, all
son 277; total. 1264
• • • •
of Rockland. Ice cream and cake
Kiwanis took three strings for were served.
five points in a match with Swift
Co winning the total by 143 pins
George Brackett put the pressure on
■ rolling 323 for the high total, and
1128 for high single.
Kiwanis (5 >—Scarlott 270; Flana
gan 285. Barnard 272. Miller 282,
Brackett 323. total. 1432.

236. Lufkin 259, Lermond 281, Baum
Dr. Charles D North, a patient at 2S2. total 1282• • • •
Joseph C. Pratt Diagnostic Hospital.
Matches tonight are McIntosh
30 Bennett street. Boston, is show
ing marked improvement and would Ices vs. Harding's Wonders, and
1 Texaco vs. Elk* Wednesday night.
wecome cards from friends.
Snow's Shipyards vs. Post Office.1
At a special meeting of the City and Perry's Markets vs. Mid-Town 1
Government last night Mayor
Veazie and City Treasurer Morey
were authorized to set up the re
volving fund as required by the
Federal Surplus Commodities Com
Mrs. Alice Emery Gray of Or-1
mission. in connection with the rington will be soloist on the radio
Stamp Plan soon to be adopted here. program "Thoughte for the Day,”
The finance committee reported on WLBZ. Bangor Thursday morning
the salary resolve, which was tabled at 7.45. Mrs. Gray is the daughter ’
for the next regular meeting. No of Mr. and Mrs. James W Emery
important changes appear in the and is soloist in the Methodist
report.
Church in South Orrington.

Maine Last Year Rated 8481
Per Inhabitant—Ranks .As
Twenty-Third State

COLRxER-GAZETTE

UNION

WINDEX

fo,

1 POUND CAN

3 POUND CAN

18c

47c

15c

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN The New Overseer

•x»
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Oct. 30—Waldoboro Woman's Club
meets at Community Garden Club
House.
Oct. 31- Halloween.
Oct. 31 Appleton's annual "Harvest
Home” ln Riverside hall.
Oct 31—Vlnalhaven—Poverty party
at Red Men’s hall, auspices Monarda
Council ot Pocohontas.
Nov. 1
Annual bazaar Pleasant
Valley Orange
Nov. 1 Oolden Jubilee observance
of Women's Club Federation, by
Methebesec Club
Nov. 2 Apple Day at Rockland High
School
Nov. 2 Vlnalhaven Fish Hawks 11th
annual reunion In Boston.
Nov. 5—Presidential Election
Nov
5—Warren—Yankee
Trading
Poet at Olover hall auspices Warren
schools
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 11—National Roll-Call ot Red

Joshua N. Southard, who will di
rect the affairs of the poor depart
ment.

Warner St C,alr, Peter Reed and
William Buckminster left Sunday
Out cf seven applicants for the
for a hunting trip in the Northern position of overseer of the poor,
woods.
made vacant by the resignation of
Louis A Walker, Mayor Edward R
Everett Spear. Jr., Stanley Mur Veazie last night appointed former
ray, and Robert Brackett were elec Alderman Joshua N. 8outhard, who
ted on Sunday night to represent was confirmed unanlmouly. Mr
the Comrades of the Way at the Walker had served the past seven
Older Boys' Conference to be held years, under two administrations.
soon ln Bangor
Mr. Southard already has a fa
miliarity with the Important work
The portion of the B. L. Segal, of the Welfare Department, having
clothier, stock recently damaged by done much case work for it in the
water, has been bought ln Its en early days of Federal Relief. Long
tirety by the hotel management service in the City Government also
Mr. Segal's stock today is complete brought him into close touch. He
and in first class condition.
has been serving as custodian of the
Community Building the past three
The three tenement building at years.
the corner of Maverick and Front
Rockland High was defeated 13 to
streets was badly damaged by fire
early yesterday morning with a 0 at Gardiner Saturday. Detailed
total loss not far from $2500 The report in next issue.
structure Is owned by Mike Armata
Pleasant Valley Grange will hold
and Is insured The blaze was dis
covered by Willard, the plucky 12 Its annual bazaar Nov. 1 at the hall
year old son of Irving Ryan who head of Talbot avenue. There will
awoke to find his room in flames. be a public supper in addition to
He made his way to the stairs with the booths and entertainment.
difficulty and aroused his father
The Selective Board of Regis
and they aided the grandmother to
safety. When the fire department trants has received a communica
arrived flames were coming strong tion from the American Legion in
ly through the roof. Tlie Ryans lost viting all men who registered and
much of their furniture, but that are listed, by the local board to
of the other tenants. William Hall participate in the parade on Armis
and Ralph Demmons was protected tice Day.
by salvage blankets.
The Courier-Gazette is indebted
The roll call meeting of the to George L. St. Clair for a number
W. C. T. U. was held Friday after of campaign souvenirs which he
noon at the heme of Mrs. Louise brought back from a recent visit
Ingraham, with a goodly number in New Jersey. He reports a strong
present. The treasurer reported 35 Willkie sentiment in the locality
names on the honor list with dues he visited.
paid for 1941. Recognition, in tlie
After the Circle Supper at the
form of carnation boutonnieres
w^s accorded Mrs Rebecca Ingra Congregational Church Wednesdayham. Miss Helen M York, and Mrs. night a joint meeting of the
Abbie Richardson—members for 50 Church and Parish societies will
years—and present. One was sent be held to discuss important busi
to Mrs. Jeannette Dunton who had ness with reference to pulpit sup
expected to be present. Cards of ply 1941.
greeting were sent to 15 other
Rockland Lions and their ladies
elderly members not able to be
present . A dialogue, depicting a will have Hallcween festivities of
W. C. T. U. meeting held 50 years their own Wednesday night, the
ago, was given by Mrs. Clara scene of the happy occasion being
Emery. Mrs. Louise Ingraham. Miss the Masonic hall in Warren, where
Ernestine Oetchell, Mrs Susie Lamb. the Eastern Star folks, famous as
Miss Florence Hastings. Mrs. Ida caterers will serve the supper at
Simmons. Miss Lena Miller. Miss 6.30. An interesting program has
Alena Young. Miss Helen York dis been prepared by the entertainment
played an old newspaper article on committee. F. A. Winslow, a mem
Neal Dow. showing a picture of him ber of the Club, will be guest
and his home in Pc^i’.and. Site also speaker.
read an article on the early activi
BORN
ties of Neal Dow. It was announced
Piikering At Castine, Oct 19. to
that Miss Caremae Bradford, of
Mr. and Mrs Carl Pickering, a son—
Augusta. State vice president at Emery Waldo '
Wasgatt—At Portland. Oct. 28. to
large, would be the speaker at an
Dr. and Wesley N Wasgatt. a son—
Institute to be held Nov. 8.
Roland John Wasgatt. 2d.
timer At Rockland. Oct 27. to Sgt
and Mrs. Warren A Ulmer, a daughter.
Virginia Ellen.

MARRIED
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for
Furs; .Burdells Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
Jn every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
dchool street, Rockland.
107-tf

BEANO

Seavey-Cavton At Rockland. Oct. 23
Prank H. Seavey and Susie Cayton.
both of Rockland. Bv E R Keene.
J. P
Good-.lohnson—At Camden. Oct. 24.
John Good of Camden, and Florence
Johnson cf Rockland—By Rev. Wes
ton P. Holman
lliilrhlnson-leo Deer Isle. Oct. 12.
Frnest Hutchinson and Velma Leo.
both of Stonington—By Rev Frank
Ratzell.
t'hambers-Barter — At Bucksport.
Oct. 13. Clayton Chambers of Orland
and Abbie M Barter of Stonington —
By Rev. Charles Richmond.

DIED

TONIGHT

LEGION HALL
7.30 o’clock
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
124Ttf

DANCING
Every Wed.
AT

GLEN
COVE
Music By

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
v7Ttf

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

RnMshaw At Hebron. Oct 27, Al
bert Roblahaw, aged 13 years. 3 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 9 o'clock from
St Bernard's Church.
Conary At Rockland, Oct. 28. Anna
M.. w.aow of John E. Conary, aged
84 years. 6 months. 8 days Funeral
services Tuesday at 2 o'clock from
the late residence 24 James 8t
Johnson—At Thomaston. Oct. 27.
Matt Johnson, aged 77 years. 5 months.
28 days
Funeral Wednesday at 2
o'clock from the Davis funeral chapel.
Interment ln Village cemetery.
: Farwell At Unity, Oct. 27. Joseph
H Farwell, formerly of Rockland, aged
1 60 years. Funeral this afternoon at
I 2 o'clock.
I.indsey—At Rockland. Oct. 27. Nettip Cr <ket>. widow of Charles D Lind
sey, aged 71 years. 10 months, 5 days.
Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from
43 Brewster street. Burial ln Ash
Point.
CARD OF THANKS
We. the Jolly Toilers 4-H Club, wish
to express our sincere thanks to The
Courier-Gazette for the donation of
the Knox-Lincoln County 4-H Plaque
We are very proud of lt and shall
always regard lt as our most trea
sured possession The Interest shown
by your paper In 4-H work ls very
encouraging.
Jolly Tollers 4 H Club
Thomaston
•

A good advance sale of tickets
for the Elks Halloween ladies night
dance tomorrow night, has been
reported by the committee, which
consists of: Mrs. B. B. Annis. Mrs.
Earl Barron. Mrs. HowaTd Dunbar.
Mrs. Austin Brewer apd Mrs. Al
Collins. This dance is the first of
the Winter series of semi-monthly
parties.

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
119-tf

Radio Work Is Being
Tested There Now

Jack Wood, who recently had a
very ur.com ortable experience with
a 50 cent piece, is out of the hos
pital once more and gradually get
ting back his well known smile.
It will be a long day before Jack
ever takes another coin between
his teeth.

INDIGESTION
may affect the Heart

Gaa trapped in tlie atomach or gullet may art like a
hair trigger un the heart At the tint sign of diatreae
smart men and women depend on Bell-ana Tablets te
eet gas free. No laxative but made of the faiteetecting rued nines known for arid Indigestion. If the
FIRST DOSK doesn’t grove Bell ana better, return
bolUe to u* and receive DOUBL4S Money Back. Jfta.

A chickadee is heard daily at the
Miss Lottie H. Ewell ends duties
Middle street feeding station, and
a meadow lark in winter plumage as postmaster, beloved by all of the
came during migration for a brief Rockville patrons.
rest and refreshment. Just a word
ol caution: When suet is suspend
ed for the Winter birds, use no wire
“For God and Country”
or metal which might cause tragic
accident in cold weather. Hemp or
cotton string should be used. Knox
Arboretum is probably offering hos
pitality to the red breasted nut
hatches Just now.

There has been plenty of racket
at the Algln Corp, plant on Crockett s Point the last few days, and the
cause of it all is the air hammer,
being used to clean the salt water
tank. The 20.000 gallon tank stands
75 feet above the floor, and is used
as a reservoir into which is pumped
salt water, and then it is pumped
out again for water force in the
plant. The water causes a corro
sion on tlie metal inside the tank,
and the air hammer is being used
to chip off the 'scales, hence the
rat-a-tat-tat that ensues. The Job
is expected to be completed today,
and the men who have been doing
the work are Victor Hills, Walter
Dow. Stanley Smith and Charles
Smith.
Charles M Lawry. retired mem
ber of Battery F was drafted for
the Old Timers' bowling team be
fore he had been home an hour.
In his prime he had a season's av
erage of 99.8 and had knocked
down 159 of the skinny sticks in a
single string. Our Star Alley Re
porter will probably have further
to say on this subject.
At tlie Sunday night meeting of
the YPCU in the Universalist ves
try, the members were privileged
to have a partial showing of avia
tion movies. The film was donated
by Skip Tibbert of Airways. Inc. and
was graciously shown by Hiram Crie.
Alice Bohn was devotional leader
This was followed by an Important
business meeting at which time, the
nominating committee was named
to present the suggested list of offi
cers for the coming year to the
union. Cider and cookies were
served after the program by Alice
Bchn and Ruth Wotton. Next
week's meeting will be held at 6.30
instead of 7 and will be in the
form of a victory supper celebrating
the successful pep banquet cf last
week.

As a patient at Knox Hospital,
with a narrow escape from even
more serious results in a recent ac
cident. Harry A. Morse finds much
to commend in that institution.
Writing to an old friend on The
Courier-Gazette staff he says: “I
wonder if the people of Rockland
realize that they have one of the
finest institutions In New England.
Certainly Rockland is to be con
gratulated in having this beautiful
building, so pleasantly located, and
its excellent staff. The supervisors
and nurses seem hand picked, not
only for efficiency, but personality.
They feme in to say good morning
with such a cheery smile, better
than any medicine, making ycu for
get your bruises and aches and
pains, so you feel that the world is
still a fine place to live in.”

WINSLOW HOLBROOK
POST, NO. 1
Lit.erock St.
Rockland
After the smoke had drifted away
at last weeks regular meeting.
Commander ‘Gil' was presented
with a revised set of By-Laws for
the Post. A good jeb well done.
Thursday the County Council of
the American Legion will hold an
important meeting at the Legion
hall at 8 o'clock. Come up and
meet your Department Command
er. Paul Jullien, Department Mem
bership chairman. Tony Voiyer,
District Membership, J. Thomas.
Americanization,
James
Gray.
County Commit'.eeman. Carl ChaP»e
Department Vice Commander. Earl
Alden. County Membership. Milton
Griffin, and many others. These
State officers have a program that
will interest all ex-servicemen.
Let us show our department
Commander that Wir.slow-Holbrook Post is Post No. 1 in every
respect. Buffet lunch will be
served. All ex-service men are in
vited.
The call for 1941 Legion dues
comes next. Comrade Seabury has
faith in every Comrade to make
this the biggest paid-up member
ship year on record. The cards
are ready; lt is your deal. Put
three bucks in the pot and we
will give you an ace card.
Don't forget beano at the Le
gion hall every Tuesday night.
Have you bought your tickets
for the Armistice Ball. The dance
of the year.
Winslow-Holbrook Post extends
through this column a hearty in
vitation to all draftees in this Dis
trict to march with the Legion on
Armistice Day. It is our sincere
wish, that on this day. as we pay
homage to our departed Comrades,
we also can pay homage to you.
for the service you are ready to
give to your country. Watch this
paper for more information in re
gard to this.
The Legion wishes to thank our
friend John Richardson for his
help in printing the Legion News,
also for the heading which he de
signed himself. He is cordially In
vited to attend the meeting Thurs
day night, or any night.

More Talk of The Town on Page 2
Now they can "draw water” like a
corporal, but draw pay like a
private.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Black, formerly
Awful, awful, careless peopl"! of this city, now located in Camden,
How They Are Faring At
had two fires at the dump in N. J., are spending three weeks’
Ft. McKinley As Told By We've
vacation on the farm which Mr.
two days. Wotta dump!
Our Staff Correspondent
■'Guernsey" Young and “Sea Oull'’ Black recently bought ln Appleton.
Battery "F" is certainly supplying Proctor, our furnace men. are
Dr. Donald T. Leigh has bought
"hotter” than their fires becau e
Its share of patients to the Post (acting “Lt. Col.") 1st Sgt. Libby tbe Nelson Cobb house at the
Hospitals. We flnd our second' has arranged it so they can get a corner of Main and Granite streets
and will estblish there a fine,
cock, Charles Reynolds, and Pvt. little Infantry drill "Guernsey" is
medern office. The deal was made
threatening
to
freeze
Libby
out.
Oeorge Knipe at the hospital at (
through Freeman S. Young's agency.
Corp. Freeland Staples has taken
Fort Williams. At the hospital here
A Wir.throp. Mass, newspaper
on the “Rock’’ we find Pvts. Cecil over the job as (acting) Supply Ser
geant. It’s a good thing that the says: ‘ Winthrop friends of Wil
Day. Vaughn Anderson. Ralnh Gow supply rocm ls large, “Stape'' needs
liam Wir.capaw. Jr., aviator and
er. Francis Small and "Wild Bill” plenty of room.
[ son of New England's famed air
Lucas.
Corporal Merrill Morang has it in 'canta Claus.’ were notified this
Sad Is news I bring! Eleven mem
week tnat the youthful pilot suf
bers of the Battery were honorably for (acting) Corp. Finley Allen be
fered a brokpn right leg, and a
cause
Finley
wanted
a
relief
at
?
discharged Thursdav because of
broken left arm, along with a
a.
m.
and
Morang
was
asleep
in
the
physical defects. They are Sgt.
I slight concussion and face cuts
diaries Foster. Sgt. Ralph Small-"/, j guard house dreaming cf tho-e Ser
when the plane he was operating
Corp. Edison Spear. Pvts. 1st Cl. geant's stripes.
for the Aramayo Mining Corp, of
The
officers
have
adopted
tliat
old
Edward Estes, Harold Stetson. Eu
La Pit. Holivia. in South America,
gene Tolman, and Pvts. Herman cigarette advertisement: "If you
, crashed into the Zungo jungle on
Hatch, Ralph Oower, George Bry drop your sabre in passing in review,
act nonchalant, light a cigarette." September 21st. Young Wincapaw's
ant and Percy Colson. Last but not
co-pilot miraculously escaped with
least, Pvt. 1st Cl. Charles M. Lawry. Just see them do it!
When the saluting gun failed to . only minor faee cuts when the imtruck driver, human alarm clock,
go off tonight they fired a blank 1 pact of the crash threw him clear
morale uplifter, head of the Bat
rifle cartridge. What a let-down | of the plane. Motor trouble was
tery’s famous G PP Club. He will
blamed for the accident."
long be remembered by us all as a that was when you were expecting
a good loud boom! S'long folks.
friend, father and fun maker. I
Read The Courier-Gazette
Stewart M. Pollard.
salute you, Charlie, for all of the
boys.
Hear ye! Hear ye! Hear ye! Ralph
“Hap” Smalley, is to stay as a ci
vilian employe at the Non-Coms
Club. Good old ''Happy," he couldn't
Head of Talbot Avenue, Rockland
leave us.
Some class to Corp. Harry Smith!
Dinner in bed! Just a cold, but
nevertheless I had to take the
pea zoop and peaches upstairs to
him. Pretty soft, eh?
The following men were made
Acting Corporals: Charles Wads
BOOTHS
FREE ENTERTAINMENT
worth, Glen Smith, Willis Moody,
SUPPER 35 CENTS
Finley Allen. Otto Bowden, Jr.. Gor
don Best and Donald Rossnagel.

With Our Soldiers

At Quoddy Village
Fitness nf Personnel For

A committee from the Pilgrim
Fellowship met at the Congrega
tional Parsonage Sunday night
and made plans for the season's
meetings, the first of which will
be held next Sunday night.

Cross begins.

Beano at the Elks every Friday
ight
129-tf

Retires This Week

The Rockland Stamp Club will
meet in the club room In the H.
H. Crie & Co. block Wednesday
night at 7.30.

'CwiMy

Nov. 12 — Rockport — Oarden Club
meets with Mrs Viola Spear
Nov. 19—Thomaston—Third District
Council, American Legion Auxiliary
meets at Methodist vestry
Nov. 21 Thanksgiving Day.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day ln Maine.

Donald Ward has taken over the
Union street Shell station ar.d will
operate it along modern service
lines.

Thursday, Oct 24, the NationM
Youth Administration inaugurated
at Quoddy Regional Project, Quoddy Village, a series of tests de
signed to determine the fitness cf
the Quoddy personnel for radio
work. Supervising these tests was
Dr. Neil Van Steenberg. represent
ative of the National NYA office. I
who ls in charge of testing and
measurements. Tests, given to the ]
student workers as a body, includ-(
ed perception of radio signals.'
mathematics, and vocabulary.
In explaining the motive behind
this move. Dr. Van Steenberg point- j
ed out that the U. S Army needs
5C00 radio operators to participate:
in the National Preparedness Pro
gram. This need not necessarily
infer that these operators would
be drawn into the Army Signal
Corps, however, but rather that a
reserve must be built up for either
civil or military use as needed.
Because of the National Youth
Administration’s commendable work
in the radio field, the Army has
placed upon the shoulders of the
NYA the responsibility and privi
lege of providing the necessary
work experience for preparing these
men in radio. In order to insure
that a sufficient number of ade
quately prepared men shall result
from this program, plans are being
enacted for enrolling 15.009 NYA
youth in this important trade at
numerous points throughout the
country.
In accordance with this, it is
highly probable that all of NYA's
several hundred resident centers
will play a part In this work. Bix
months of highly Intensified prepa
ration in this work, including in
stallation, servicing, and operation
of radio equipment, at the same
time eliminating much of the pre
vailing general maintenance work,
will equip the youth for radio tele
phony and telegraphy operation
] In tum. the youth must have a
normal intelligence, must be adapt
ed to radio work, and must as soon
as possible become proficient In
sending and receiving code.
Dr.
Van Steenberg further
prophesied a closer working to
gether of the Army, Civil Service,
and National Youth Administration
In this as well as other matters per
taining to "National Preparedness,”
refers to absorption in private in
dustry fully as much as conscription
into the Army.
It is notable that Quoddy Re
gional (Project was chosen for the
site of the launching of these tests.
From this mother project and test
ing ground of the NYA. Dr. Van
Steenberg wil travel to St. Paul.
Denver, end other points to carry
on the work he is now doing.
Charles Tooker,
Department of Public Relations,
Quoddy Village, Maine
A meeting cf the Community
Food Fair committee, the first
called by General Chairman Kel
sey, will be held at 4 p. m„ tomor
row afternoon at the Chamber of
Commerce office.

PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE

ANNUAL BAZAAR

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1

PUBLIC NOTICE
ALL MERCHANDISE IN OUR STORE RECENTLY DAMAGED

BY WATER

HAS BEEN BOUGHT BY THE
MANAGEMENT of the HOTEL
Every article in our stock now is undamaged—first class in every
respect.

B. L. SEGAL
CLOTHIER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

395 MAIN STREET,

ELKS HALLOWEEN DANCE

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

UNION STREET SHELL STATION
JUST NORTH OF PARK STREET,

The winter series of informal Ladies' Nights (two
each month) for members of the Elks Club and
their friends, will start next Wednesday, Oct. 30.
Special entertainment, decorations and favors.

ROCKLAND, ME.

DONALD WARD, Proprietor

Tires

Shell Gasolines
Batteries

Shell Lubrication
Accessories
Tire Service

NOW IS THE TIME TO WINTERIZE

Mrs. Blake B. Annis, ticket chairman
129-130

COMPLETE, PAINSTAKING SERVICE

A tip to you *11.
Don't forget the Armlstlre ball.
Turkey beano and dancing too.
This Invitation we tend to you.

Charles M. Lawry who has been
stationed at Fort McKinley as a
BINGO
member of Battery F, 240th C.A
SPEAR
HALL,
TONIGHT, 7.30
Regiment, returned home yesterday
having received his permanent dis Free Dinner Merchandise, $2. Value
charge from the Army because of
defective sight. Retirement at this And 4-Piece Bed Set Given Awav
130’lt
stage of the game was especially
unwelcome, as Mr. Lawry had been
working hard at the cantonment
and was hoping for the promotion
which would undoubtedly have soon
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
come his way. Mr Lawry acted as
TEL WALDOBORO 100
The Courier-Oazette's "war" corre
spondent at Fort McKinley as he
SHOW TIMES
had done during the National Guard
Single Evening Show at 8.00
musters and this paper acknowl
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00
edges with gratitude for those fa
vors and the many others he has
TODAY, TUESDAY, OCT. 29
never wearied of conferring upon it.
FRED MacMURRAY
He expeots soon to consult a spe
GILBERT ROLAND
cialist with reference to hts defec
PATRICIA MORRISON
tive eye.
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
ALBERT DEKKER
Beano Thursday afternoon at G.
in
A. R. hall; chicken dinner for dooi»
prize, and free special.—adv. lt.
•RANGERS OF FORTUNE’

130,000,000

DICTATORS

WALDO THEATRE

Directed by Sam Wood, who gave
you “Goodbye Mr. Chips”
WEDNESDAY ONLY, OCT. 30
By Popular Request
JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY

“NEW MOON”
Ambulance Service
• ••

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

TIIURS.-FRI.. OCT. 31, NOV. I

"Government of the people, by the people,
for the people," is the American ideal.
We choose our leaders and we have
the power to remove them from office.

To be sure, no form of government can
be perfect while men and women remain
imperfect. Democracy itself is not to blame
for the uncorrected ills of our generation.
For WE are the Dictators. There is no
one to stop us from climbing as high along
the road to liberty, justice, and happiness
as our human limitations will permit.

KNOX COUNTY
TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN
WARREN

TYRONE POWER

able to save you some money, too.

BRIAN DONLEVY
LINDA DARNELL

“BRIGHAM YOUNG.
FRONTIERSMAN”

First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make
good first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead ?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some "corner card" ideas. We may be

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

WALDOBORO
ftftftft
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 27
Mrs. C. B. Stahl has returned
from a visit with relatives m
Providence and Winchester. Macs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey of
Surry were callers Saturday on
friends in town.
Mrs. Virgil Wallace was geest
of her mother in Bath last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Benner at
tended the funeral Saturday of
Mrs. Benner’s aunt, Mrs. Rebecca
Hall in Jefferson.
Mrs. BradfofB Redonnett and
Bradford Redonnett. Jr., of Wis
casset were visitors in town
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Walt® has re
turned home after a visit with
their daughter Mrs. Arland Sim
mons in Waterville.
Miss Isabel Walt® returned to
Roxbury, Mass., after passing the
Summer at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wood
bury. Clarence Woodbury. Jr., Mrs.
Lydia Colwell and Bernard Ben
ner attended a meeting of the
Young Democratic Club of Maine
in Waterville Sunday.
Fred L. Burns, Alton Winchen
bach. Herbert Mank and William
H. Brooks. Jr., were Augusta visi
tors Monday.
Dr. and Mrs. Francis Redlon
are spending a few days in Bos
ton and Portland. During their
absence Mrs. Nora Burns of
Friendship is at the Redlon home.
Mrs. Sophia Johnson of Long
Cove has returned home after a
visit with Mrs. Annie Orant.
Mrs. Floyd Steele and daughter
Mary, are spending a few days in
Boston.
Virgil Hinckley of Waterville
visited Sunday with Mrs. Hinckley
at Open Oates.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Stewart are
spending two weeks in St. Peters
burg. Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Burnheimer
and Mr. and Mrs. B. O. Miller
visited Sunday in Waterville. While
there the former called on their
son. Victor Burnheimer. Jr., a
student at Colby while Mr. and
Mrs. Miller attended a meeting of
the Young Democratic organiza
tion.
Roland Genthner and family
have moved to their new home
on Main street.
The Homemaker's Society will
hold a Halloween table social
Thursday in the Methodist Church
vestry.
Mrs. Henry Mason will entertain
the Baptist Mission Circle Friday
afternoon. This will be a pro
gram meeting and the members will
also at this time present their dol
lars to the society.
Public Cooking School (Electric)
at Star Theatre. Waldoboro. Oct.
22. Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
m. Admission free. All food given
away. Everybody welcome. Miss
June Freeman, demonstrator
124-133

Europe's financial holdings in
the United States were valued at
$6,698,000,000 at the end of 1939.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADb
WORK WONDERS

MICKIE SAYS—
c

POUT BORROW VOURNEIGHBORS paper ■»
HE'LL LIKE ft PETTER,
AMD VOJu- F€El_ BETTER,
IF VOU ©OME IM AMO
6UESeRiBE FOR- YCUROWM 6OPV= EVEM VIE
WILL LIKE IT BETTER

THOUSANDS HAVE SEEN ’EM

Willkie To Win,
Polls Indicate —

ETIQUETTE DEMANDS
(genuine &nqravd

SOCIAL
STATIONERY
A reputation for social correctness
is not costly. You can stamp your
daily activities with the mark of
correctness by using GENUINE
ENGRAVED business cards and
informal! at this low price.
50 paneled informal!
50 envelopes to match
100 paneled visiting cards

FOR ONLY

McNary Pledges

Dozens ol other engraved social

needs.

Postage Extra

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Deal

Than New Deal

SENTEILCRANES

Do You Know the Values

Sin the BARGAIN ATTIC?

WARREN

In Everybody’s Column FOR SALE

WENDELL
WILLKIE

WANTED

TO LET

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday
“HAUNTED HONEYMOON"

THIRD TERM? NO!

On November 5th the voters of
the United States will affirm their
approval of the sound judgment
of the delegates to the Demo
cratic national convention of 1896
when they adopted this plank in
their platform:
“We declare it to be the un
written law of this Republic, es
tablished by custom and usage of
one hundred years, and sanc
tioned by the greatest and wisest
of those who founded and main
tained our government, that no
man should be eligible for a third
term of the Presidential office."

05
INCLUDING
THE PLATE!

Better

“The farmers of America—yes, C'OOD stores, milk drinkers, and
all the people—are entitled to a bet v a healthy, hungry consumer—not
the liquor traffic—are the real allies
ter deal than the
Nationwide Trend Points
of the American farmer.
New Deal. The
The common sense of the Ameri
To Sweeping Repub
next administra
can farmer has not been misled by
tion. under the
the current liquor campaign, which
lican Victory.
leadership of
seeks to win support by constant
Wendell Willkie,
repetition of its so-called benefits
Wendell Willkie and Senator
will not be afraid
to the farm.
Charles L. McNary arc riding the
to break new
All that the brewing division cf
crest of a Republican trend that
paths. Nor will it
this traffic is shouting about is that
will take Mr. Willkie to the White
SKI SUITS
TWEED SWEATERS
be afraid to fol
they use each year a certain total
House and will elect Senator Mc
low old and neg
Sizes 3 to 14; some with haods
Men’s, Coat Style
of farm produce. Carefully analyzed,
Nary as the next Vice President of
lected trails that
this is equal to the output of nir.ethe United States.
once served us
„
$3.98
98c
tenths of one per cent of the total
well."
McN,ry
This view is confirmed by all polls
of recent weeks, including the Gal
This is the message to voters on acreage in cultivation.
Of course, the shrewd farmer
lup poll, which have indicated a
the farms and in the cities, as they
SILK HOSIERY
SUEDE SHIRTS
surge of voters to the Republican
go to the polls next Tuesday, from knows that if a family spends 75
cents
for
meat,
milk,
or
other
farm
Chiffon
or
Service
Men’s, riuc or Grey
Senator
Charles
L.
McNary,
Repub

standard bearers and wholesale de
sertions from the ranks of support
lican candidate for vice president products he is getting a good share
55c
ers of the New Deal Third Term
and for 20 years the champion of the of that money back. He also knows
79c
candidate.
farmers' cause in the United States that 75 cents spent for beer or for a
couple of highballs means only the
The indications are also that this 1
Senate.
OUTING NIGHT GOWNS MEN'S DUNGAREES
trend against the New Deal will be
"The goal we seek for agricul fractional part of a mill to farm
further accelerated and reach over
ture,” said Senator McNary, "is income.
Ladies’ Extra Size
Copper Rivet : Grange Stiteli’g
In return for these minor pur
whelming proportions by tha time
simply this: the American market
the voters go to the polling places
for the American farmer at the chases, the liquor traffic asks level
59c
78c
on November 5 to cast their fateful.
American price.
When wisely headed John Q. Farmer to support a
system
which
adds
millions
of
dol

ballots.
worked out by the next Administra
Most significant of all prognostica-1
tion and conscientiously adminis lars to our governmental outlays
INDIAN BLANKETS
MEN'S UNION SUITS
tions on the outcome of the election
tered, that formula contains all the for support of hospitals for nervous 1
disorders,
for
relief,
for
fighting
Full
Site
—
Handsome
Winter
Weight; Long S. Ankle
is probably that made by Emil
law and the prophets for agricul
Hurja, noted statistician, who was
ture. That is my considered judg crime, and a system which adds
94c
the political analyst for the Demo
69c
ment after 20 years service on the greatly to the costs of govemmir.t
cratic National Committee, under the
Senate Committee on Agriculture: by being a mainstay of corrupt pelafter listening to literally thousands I *ticsChairmanship of Jim Farley, from
IRONING BOARDS
LARRIGAN HOSE
of proposals for farm relief.
I The ,armer *• asked to aPP™' 8
1932 to 1937, and who in 1936 pre
"1 favor, as I have for 20 years. *ys,em which Iets “ man ,akc 8
( uvrred Board with Eire. Cord
dicted with uncanny accuracy that
Men's and Buys'
the two-price system for crops with drink and lhen drive 8 car through gL
Roosevelt would carry all but two
states in the last national election.
exportable surpluses; plus tariffs re ’ our streets or along our highways s'/
$1.19
19c and 29c
serving the American market for with the result that the National
Mr. Hurja now predicts with equal
The Indian Shell heaps at Damariscotta.
Safety
Council
finds
that
alcoholic
wtf the American farmer.
positiveness that Wendell Willkie will
- Plioto by Alton Hall Blackington.
HOT WATER BOTTLES
“We shall reach this goal—a goal drinks play a part in 25 per cent of
win on November 5 by a majority
SHIRTINGS
at
which the vast, partially used traffic deaths.
of from 2.500,000 to 3.000.000 of the
ents. Mr and Mrs. Clifford Over- . bounty of our continental domain
Guaranteed
3
Yard
Cuts—25c Value
The
farmer
»
ur
«
ed
,o
remember
popular vote, carrying the electoral
ock In East Warren.
shall be made available to all of us the taxes paid by the liquor trade,
vote of the states in New England
Miss Mildred Jackson, first year thru the old-fashioned practices of yet the farmer knows that his taxes '
29c
12’/zc
and the Eastern Seaboard, the Mid
haven't been decreased since repeal j
student
at
Oorham
Normal
School
work,
thrift
and
intelligent
applica

dle West and the (arm belt, more
has been chosen as representative tion. That seems a homely method. in 1933 but have mounted steadily ;
than enough to insure his election.
ALENA L STARRETT
upward.
of the Freshman class to attend I believe it is a true one.”
Mr. Hurja even goes further, de
Correspondent
America’s small city and farm I
the
New
England
Convenion
which
ZN A A A
claring his belief in the possibility
/\ A A ZS
population is the backbone of this j
will
be
held
soon
in*
Boston.
Miss
I
that Willkie may win by landslide
nation and. despite the millions be
Tel. 49’
Jackson was bestowed the honor
proportions, securing a majority of
ing spent by the liquor trade in high
among 80 freshmen.
from 5,000,000 to 8.000,000 of the pop
pressure courtship, these straight- Aa„rtlMment, tn
D<>
Committees
named
for
the
stated
Miss
Maida
Gray
of
Bucksport
ular vote. Says Mr. Hurja of the
thinking citizens won’t be deluded, to exceed three lines inhered once fo«
GALLON bottles for cider for sale,
meeting
Friday
night
of
Ivy
Chap

trend Republicanward: •’This swing is employed at the home of Mr.
of 'em cheap MOOR S DRUG
Big city folk are more easily fooled.
cent*
50
Ad plenty
130*132
.
, ..
dltlonal llnea flve cento each for om STORE 322 Main 8t
ter, O.E3. are: Refreshments,
ing of the political pendulum from and Mrs. Oeorge Walker,
perhaps
because
so
many
of
them
time
10
ca
nto
for
three
time.
Ber
Saipt
DRY slab wood for aale. wlll de
the Democratic to the Republican
and mtS Hiram Libby and Mrs Alice Cook and Mrs. Annie
live so close to poverty, crime, ard ’mail word, to a line
liver 2 cord of 4 ft blab, in Camden.
side is noticeable in each of the grandson. Roger Libby of Thomas- Aspey; entertainment. Miss Eda St. i
Rockpcrt. R ckland and Thomaaton
disease that they see no hope for
fcr 87; fitted slabs 85 cord Tel Ww
eight geographical regions of the
accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Clair, and Mrs Grace Campbell.
anything better.
Appleton 12-23, H C. EDGECOMB.
“
I
call
on
you
to
join
me
in
this
Mrs Fred Catir and two daugh- I
United States and it is sharply re- ohver Libbv of south Warren moUnion
i.___________________ 110-132
Let the small business man or the .
great
crusade
to
build
a
strong
and
ters
of
Portland,
have
been
guest®
vealed in the reports of each of the lored Sunday to Monmouth, and
TYPEwnters,
adding machine.- and
big
business
man
join
the
farmer
in
free America—this crusade to make
TWO girls wanted, one for cooking can icelat r» for aale. to let and re
several other polls now busy sam- Auburn, where thev called on rela- at the Congregational parsonage.
considering just what it would mean and
pair.
Lowe-t
prices,
low weekly terms,
one
for
general
housework
and
pling opinion on a nation-wide scale. UvM #nd frlends
The promotional committee of ,
to the economic life of their state if c-rc of children
Inquire at 112 supplies fcr all makes of machines.
TEI.
us
and
we
wlll
deliver J W
. "T^e rn"ked *Wee? O'the pendT
Miss Marion Wallace, student at the Congregational Church, which I
the people didn't spend their share
ST_________________ 130-132
TAS * CO. Rockiand. Tel Ml.
urn Republican-wise is the outstandPortland
Qf
&nd Include Mrs. Elmer Jameson Sr., I
of the three and a half billion dollar , ILDERLY boarder wanted in coun _______ _________________________ 130-132
,
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... ...
try home Lady preferred Automatic
ing characteristic o the pre.en
*
teacher William H. Robinson. Miss Frances
annual national liquor bill this year ho- water heat and all other convenOLOBE Cylinder stove for sale. No.
campatgn from . poller , point of /
Westbrook Junior Spear, and Rev. L. Clark French. I
121. nearly new. a wonderful heater
but spent this sum instead for new lencea. P E PEASE Liberty.
a one half cos-- E HOWARD CROC
view. And the swing itself is oc
met Thursday at the Congrega
clothes, more gasoline, more health- —.
-------------------------------------- - KETT. 2f> Franklin St City
130*132
-..-U
_no
„___
LADY wanted, pax* out sample* Take
casioned by this fact: the percent
tional parsonage.
building food such as milk, or even orders. Pull or part time Experlenre
SOLID.oak dining table and 6 chairs
age of voters who intend to change jects of English and physical
Mrs. P. D Starrett returned I
for the movies or fruit juice drinks, unneceaaary Write MISS TTMONEY for tale__ 138 SOUTH MAIN ST 130-tf
party allegiance this year is much training
These subjects are in
Hillside.
N .) i»*ijl
It’s like the National W. C. T. U. 1509
H,
H’ide N
FEW pullets left nearly ready to
Sunday
front
a
visit
with
relatives
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Apply not screened $9 ton del ; screened, 810
State of Maine, by hls mortgage
By Elisha W Pike
Senator McNary and other Republi- WyTfle,
Committees
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deed dated December 6. 1935. recorded
city____________________________ 128-130 Main St.. Tel 487
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peared and the growing realization ,reagUe; membership. Clifton Meser- Murphy of Hall Quarry.
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WHEREAS. Guy Sawyer of Vinai- ( FIVE-room rent, water, electricity,
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tn North Haven, ln the County of 241. Page 271. conveyed to the Home cis D ORNE. Tel 1042-W.
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Your Interest Charge
Interest paid by the United States
Treasury on the Federal debt for
the year ending June 30, 1940, was
over $1,040,000,000. This was $8 for
each man, woman, and child in the
United States and a $40 interest bur
den alone on each family of five.
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An automatic hood lock is a new
refinement on the 1941 Ford' cars.
When the hood is closed, it locks
itself. A release control is located
inside the car, just under the in
strument panel. This feature pre
Robert Montgomery and Constance Cummings as a pair of newly
vents anyone from tampering with
engine or battery when car doors weds whose romance is interrupted when a crime is committed in their
honeymoon cottage. The scene is from “Haunted Honeymoon.’’
are locked.

Knox and State of Maine:
“A certain lot or parcel of land
together with the buildings there
on, Beginning at an Iron bolt ln
a granite rock by land of George
F Lewis and F M Calderwood;
thence running southwesterly by
land of said Calderwood. two hun
dred twenty-four (224) feet or
thereabouts to an Iron bolt ln a
granite rock to private way;
thence northerly by said private
way and land of F H Smith, one
hundred (100) feet or thereabouts
to a granite rock marked S.;
thence northeasterly by land of
said Smith, two hundred twentyfour (224) feet or thereabouts to
a granite rock marked S by land
of George F, Lewis; thence south
erly by land of said Lewis, one
hundred twenty-five (125) feet to
first mentioned bound, containing
26208 feet, be the same more or
lc-s
Reference ls hereby made to the
following deeds Deed of Leon B,
Stone, et. als.. to Parker R Stone,
dated October 30, 1926; deed of
Justin Hopkins to Parker R Stone,
dated October 26. 1926; deed of
Emma A Stone. Guardian, to
Parker R Stone, dated January 20.
1927; deed of Clyde O. Ames. Guar
dian, to Parker R Stone, dated
January 20 1927; all recorded ln
the Knox County Registry of
Deeds."
WHEREAS. the condition of said
Mortgage ls broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof. the
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation
by Elisha W Pike. Its Attorney there
unto Ouly authorized by its power
of attorney dated October 1. 1936
and recorded In the Knox County
Registry ol Deeds. Book 249. Page 313.
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage,
and gives this notice for that pur
pose.
Dated this nineteenth day of Octo
ber. A. D. 1940
HOME OWNERS' LOAN
CORPORATION,
By Elisha W. Pike.

U7-T-133

Owners' Loan Corporation, a Corpora-------------------------------------------------------- -tion duly established under the laws I FOUR-room heated Bpartment to let;
—
*■ __ Furnished■ ■*
7 Einot
of- the
United- States
of- America, hay- 1I b»th
If desired■
129*131
Ing Its office and principal place of st TEL Thomaston 24
business In Washington. District of
FOUR-room apt and 3-room apt .
Columbia, the following described real unfurnished, to let at once, location. ,
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
estate, situated In Vinalhaven. ln the olen St
Apply R. P CONANT 4:14 !
Whereas Lucia H M'.lea of Portland.
County of Knox and State of Maine
Maine: Main Bt.. Cltff.
i??-n? 1
_____ 127-132
County of Cumberland, and State of
“A certain lot or parcel of land
apa
Maine by her mortgage deed dated
bounded on the North by Pond
to let Private flush, Call at 57 CRES July 14. 1537. recorded ln Knox RegStreet, so called; on the West by
CENT ST.
125-tf ibtry of EhecJfi. Book No 251, Pase
land now owned by Mrs Maggie
Blrmlne; on the South by land
SMALL unfurnished apt. to let ELLA !
m.1 tn.q 25 North
North Main
Main St..
st
T’oi i Camel n. County of Knox, and State
known as the John Carver Heirs
COLLINS.
Tel
Maine, which said mortgage was
property; on the East by land of
629-M
130-tf ! of
assigned by the si id Job H Montsaid Carver Heirs.
THREE-room
mrnlihed
apartment
to
gomery
ti Edward OB Gonia of
Also another lot of land which
let. Apply at 12 WARREN ST., or 11 Rockland, County of Knox, by a writJoins the foregoing on the South
JAMES
ST.
116-tf
|
ten
a
signment
dated October 8. 1S40,
and ls known as the Charles Car
rnd rec rd'd with Knox Registry of
ver lot. described as follows: Be
'
Deed-,
Book
234.
Pa re 314. the fol
ginning at stake and stones at the
lowing described real estate with the*
fence on the westerly line of said
buildings
thereon,
bounded and de
Areys land; thence easterly slxtyscribed as follows, to wit:
nlne (69) feet to stake and stones
One
lot
cf
land
situated tn the
to said Arey's eastern corner:
BUILDINGS built, altered or re Town of Owls Head. County of Knox,
thence southerly forty-nine (49)
paired
Tel.
171-J.
LEROY
FIELDS
State cf Maine, bounded northerly by
feet and six (6) Inches to stake
________________________________ 128-130 land of Heard, easterly by land of
and stones; thence westerly sixtyby the
seven (67) feet to stake and stones;
SMITH Private Nursing Home. State i Weeks and Rines southerly 7*..™
licensed. Invalids and elderly people ! sh(>re' and westerly by land of Northence northerly seventy (70) feet
and six (6) inches to bound first
cared for; tray service, pleasant rooms, j J,on an?„ ®urPee* containing about s.x«c™
, . , ,
mentioned, containing 4012 feet,
Tel. 126. -----MRSPRISCtLLA smith I tp?}
Al-o one other lot of land situated
more or less.
Rockland.
128-130
m the T(>wn of Owls Head, tn said
Being the same premises con
YARNS
for
rugs
and
hand
knitting
C unty and State, bounded northerly
veyed to Guy Sawyer by deed of
Samples and knitting directions free. by land of Crockett, easterly by land
Mary C. and H T Arey, dated
H. A. BARTLETT, Harmony, Me
of Norton and Burpee, southerly by
February 26. 1925 and recorded ln
126-137 the shor£, and westerly by the land,
Knox County Registry of Deeds.
of Rowell, containing about thirtyBook 207. Page 68 "
two (32) acres."
WHEREAS, the condition of said
Reserving and excepting from the
Mortgage ls broken:
above
described premises the portion,
Now. therefore, by rmson of the
there f conveyed by Lucia H Miles
breach of the condition thereof, the
and
released
by Job H. Montgomery
said Home Owners’ Loan Corporation,
to Wilbur Senter. Jr., by her deed
by Elisha W. Pike. Its attorney there
dated and hls release dated February
unto duly authorized by Its power of
2. 1939 and recorded with Knox Regattorney dated October 1. 1936. and
latry Of Deeds, Book 258, Page 375.
recorded ln the Knox County Registry
Whereas the condition of said mort
of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313. claims a
gage is broken, now, therefore, by
foreclosure ot said mortgage and gives
reason
of the breach of said condi
this notice for that purjxjse.
tion. I. the said Edward OB Oonia
Dated this nineteenth day of Octo
claims
a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
ber, A. D. 1940
Dated this twenty-eighth day of
HOME OWNERS' LOAN
October
1940
CORPORATION.
EDWARD OB OONIA
By Elisha W. Pike.
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VINALHAVEN

THE LYRIC MUSE

MRS OSCAR C. IANS
Correspondent
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Rally Day was observed at Union
Church Sunday at the 11 o'clock
service with an appropriate ser
mon by the pastor, Rev. Kenneth
Cook. There was a large atten
dance and the flower arrangement
was artistically done by the com
mittee.
Special anthems were
sung by the vested choir, O. Er
nest Arey was soloist.
High School principal Theodore
Nutting and assistants with Supt.
Oeorge Eragdon returned Satur
day from Portland where they at
tended the State Teachers Conven
tion.
A poverty party will be held
Thursday night at Red Mens hall,
under the auspices of Monarda
Council of Pocohor.tas. Women will
take a box lunch.
The Night Hawks will meet
Thursday night with Mrs. Andrew
Oiichrlst.
Mrs. Maynard Smith has re
turned from a visit in Bangor and
Brewer.
Mrs. N. Cook Sholes was home
from Hallowell for over Sunday.
Charles Chilles, John Lowe and
Andrew Johnson were in Rockland
Friday on a business trip.
Alexander Christie, Harold Has
kell. John Chilles and Bernard
Erickson went Saturday to Whit
insville, Mass., where they have
employment.
Manson Wyman left Saturday
for his home in North Vassalboro.
having been guest of Rev. and
Mrs. Kenneth Cook.
Maurice Teele and Gosla John
son were home from Whitinsville,
Mass., for over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gillis and
Mrs. Edith Vinai went Sunday to
North Haven.
George Oray was home from
Stonington for over Sunday.
Mrs. Lena Davidson entertained
Friday in honor of her guests: Mr
and Mrs. Alton Arey and son
Duane of Cleveland. Ohio. Mr. ar.d
Mrs. Alec Davidson, Miss Mar
garet Lowe. Miss Jessie Lowe. Mrs.
George Gray. Miss Faye Coburn,
Mrs. La Verne Gross, and Mrs.
Foy Brown of North Haven. The
birthday anniversary of Mrs. Al
ton Arey was the feature of the
evening. She was the recipient of
a shower of greeting cards and a
handkerchief shower. Interesting
moving pictures of Cleveland, Ohio
and of this town were shown by
Duane Arey, also cards and Chi
nese checkers were enjoyed. Lunch
was served, the table decorations
consisting of late Fall flowers.
William Bray went Saturday to
Hamilton, Mass., where he has
employment.
Vinalhaven Lions entertained
Thursday night at Union Church
vestry, the Camden-Rockport Lions
Club at supper, after which that
club presented "The Hoosier Hot
Shots’ a musical entertainment; a
humorous and interesting program.
Proceeds will be used toward the
Vinalhaven Lions Club Christmas
Party for children.
After the recent installation of
officers of Woodcock-Cassie-Coombs
Post. A. L. installing officer. H. L.
Coombs presented a Past Com
mander's medal to Bruce Grindle
for his faithful and valuable work
as commander during the year
1940
Trefrey-Vinai
A quiet and attractive wedding
took place Friday morning at 8
o’clock at the home of the bride s
mother, when Miss Gertrude F„
daughter of Mrs. Edith Vinai and
the late Llewllyn Vinai was united
in marriage to Meredith P. Trefrey
son of Mrs. Ethelyn Trefrey and
the late iNorman Trefrey. Rev.
Kenneth Cook pastor of Union
Church officiated using the im
pressive double ring service. The
ceremony was performed in the
presence of the immediate families.
The bride wore a traveling gown
of blue with matching accessories
and corsage of yellow roses. She
wa# attended by her sister Mirs.
Ronald Gillis as maid of honor
who wore a navy blue gown with
corsag? of mixed flowers. The best
man was Calvin B. Vinai, brother
of the bride.
The bride is a graduate of Vinal
haven High School also of Gorham
Normal School. She has taught
in public schools of this town for
several years. The groom is a
graduate of Vinalhaven High
School and has employment as
steward on yacht Althea owned
by George Borger.
The couple received many nice
gifts and were serenaded, the
night before the wedding at the
home of the bride by Union
Church choir of which the bride
is a member. They sang "Let Me
Call You Sweetheart." “Me and
My Gal" and “Till We Meet Again,"
then entered the home and pre
sented her a handsome electric
clock, Mrs. Ambrose Peterson mak
ing the presentation speech.
After the wedding ceremony an
informal reception was held before
the newly-weds left for their
honeymoon trip. At the steamboat
wharf they were greeted again by
the choir and other friends who
showered them with rice and con
fetti as they made their get-a-way.
Mr. and Mis.. Trefrey passed the
weekend in Boston before going
to New York. They will pass the
Winter in Miami. The popular
couple received congratulations
and best wishes from their many
friends.
Brazil has decreed that all ralios be registered with the govem-

neut.

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers
MEMORIES OF YOU
| For The Courler-Oazette 1
Just for a while 1 think of you.
Think of the things we used to do:
Think of the things we used to say.
And. dear. It seems but yesterday
Dorothy Witham
Rockland.

*#»»
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"ITS LOVE WE NEED
[For The Courler-Oazette)
love we need abroad today.
Jazz and swing and hate,
heart redeeming faithfulness
slant of right and weight.
worldly soul, pause thou and

quest

Th z faith must be restored
With prayer on pnyer In fervent call.
Thus ls thy need a nurtured trust
And hope will harvest thy desire
For Ood who ruleth earth and air
Will hear and answer fervent prayer
K. 8 F.
Rockland.
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*
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TO DIE
[For The Courier Oazette]

To die.
And never feel the wind upon my face.
And never tee the stars that grace the
night.
To be no more a part of all that lives
And breathes and lovea and hates
upon the earth.
A nameless horror, full of hopes, and
doubts.
A dark relentless horror grips my soul.
And fills my heart with quickening
dread, and fear
To die.
Mary Helen
I Inspired by the death of Peter
Howie, Bowdoin '40 ]

ftftftft
IN THE ATTIC

[For The Courler-Oazette]
To the attic I wandered one morning
'Twas a rainy, disconsolate day
I rummaged about among the relics
That so long had been stored away
Chairs that were old and discarded
Legs missing, springs broken and bent,
The once lovely tapestry quite faded
Cotton spilling from many a rent.
An old clock—Its long service ended
Hands gone and all cut of gear:
It had faithfully ticked on the mantel
Through the changes of many a year
There were piles of yellowed news
papers.
Some treasured old novels of yore.
And plavthlngs. now out-grown and
broken.
Were littered ln dust on the floor.
Over nyv senses came stealing
Old odors, like perfumes that rise
From vases of long dried rose-leavesI heard the echo of age-mellowed
sighs
There were ghosts living there In the
attic.
Dear ghosts that once peopled the past
And the charm ot their presence still
lingers
In memories that ever wlll last
Nellie M Ervlne
Tenants Harbor.
it mt ft

AUTUMN NIGHT
[For The Courier Oazette[
Silver birches gleam so bright
In the clear October night
Moonbeams light the trail so high,
Climbing upward toward the sky
While the gentle night wind stirs.
Whispering softly through the firs
Dead leaves from the crimson crest
Cover flowers gone to rest;
Fall Into the springs so deep.
Lying 'neath the mountain steep
While the wooded shore and vale
Waken to the cricket's hall
Then the Frost Queen, through the
night
Spreads her wondrous robe of white;
Touches gently bending trees
As they sway to Autumn breeze;
While the hunter's moon rides high
TUI the daylight streaks the sky.
Maurice P Hill
Millinocket.
mt mt
BABY ANDREA ROSE

[For The Courier-Gazette]
Baby hands you hold my heart strings
And a prisoner am I.
But a ■willing one. oh baby I
Smiling at me where you lie
Snug within your warm pink blanket.
Dark eyes wide ln mild surprise
Dimpled cheeks all soft and rosy.
Baby darling, oh so wise!
Are you telling me some secret
When you make that cooing sound?
Must I bend my head to listen
When there's anybody 'round?
Does that downy head hold mysteries
That you brought along with you,
When you left the wide white portals
As the angels let you through?
Baby lips like tiny rose buds,
Or the smadest cupids Ovw.
Just was made for smiling, wee one,
I'm your grandma, I should know!
Those pink toes that kick your
blankets.
In the little trundle bed;
Won’t stay covered lor a moment.
Oh, you precious sleepy head!
Rose B Hupper
Tenants Harbor.
mt

r ft

OCTOBER
[For The Courler-Oazette]
The warm October sun shown down
Through a clump of maples tall,
It fell on a carpet ot bright red leaves
On that day ln early Fall.
| The air I breathed had the pungent
smell
That only spruce can give
A
breath of ecstasy supreme
I have many times relived
The balsam boughs of a stately fir
Reached forth to the Sdn’s bright
rays
Their hunger for warmth to satisfy
Ere nature changed her ways.
A gnarled old oak stood silent guard
Not a sound broke the Autumn's
calm
Save the rustle of leaves In the maple
trees
As they fluttered gently down.
Words cannot express my feelings
there.
An Intruder I seemed to be.
And never before or since have I.
Known such peace and harmony.
So I stole away from that beautiful
scene
But I took with me a part.
'Tls a memory dear, which I keep
locked up,
In the Innermost depths cf my
hr art.
D M. Cameron
S’ George.

Crows, according to Dr. John T
Zimmer, of the American Museum
of Natural History, make excellent
pets. They are highly intelligent
and imitative, and have been taught
to talk and perform parlor tricks
The only way a pet crow cun be ob
tained is to remove a young bird
from Its nest before it can fly.

Sweden reports that 69 Swedish
vessels were lost in the first year
of the war.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazett#

A POPULAR RESORT

Paqe Five

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Iii case it’s any comfort to you ln New Englander. Helen Noyes Web
battling your household accounts, ster. helped to restore.
The old guide at Mt. Vernon told
George Washington had trouble with
us Washington arose every mcrnlng
! his budget we’ve Jsut learned from at 4 o’clock and drank quantities of
H j pciu.-un’ “The Martha Washington tea while working over the icCook Book,” just published by Cow counts of the plantation, and evi
ard McCann. This book, long the dently, from this new evidence, at
i property of the Historical Society times he added up worrisome figures
! of Pennsylvania, contains the “rules’’ for hospitality extended even as you
, which brought fame to Martha and I.
Washington as mistress and hostess
Yorkshire Ducks—One-half pound
at Mt. Vernon. Originally written
by Frances Parke Custis, the mother lean pork, Ms pound beef suet, ’4
of Martha Washington’s first hus- pound veal, 1 egg, 1 cup bread
band and given toward the end of crumbs, ’4 cup water, salt, pepper,
Mrs Washington’s life to her adored ) saRe
granddaughter, Nellie Custis, It! Grlnd the pcrk' suet and vea1'
proves a rare bit of Americana.
lben ln*x w^h tbe ef»8' bread
Innumerable guests and the gen- crumbs and water Spason *’lth sa,t'
erous hospitality, bestowed on them PePPer an<f a little sage. Make into
at Mt. Vernon, brought the house patties or loaves and bake about 45
hold accounts to the same sad state minutes in a moderate even.
Mrs. Thomas’ Oatmeal Cookies—
as that which humbler folk have
r..~* v
puzzled over ever since. At last One cup shortening melted, 2 cups
Washington wrote hls manager with oatmeal, 2 cups sugar, 1 .cup seeded
lr
i
Camps at Easter's Cove. From an old photo loaned by Mrs. Ralph regard particularly to the amount of raisins. 3 eggs unbeaten, 2 cups flour.
wine consumed: “It ls notjmy in I teaspoon soda, 1 teaspoon cin
T. Clark.
•
Mr. and Mrs. America Send Guns to British Civilians
tention wine should be given to namon.
Mix
together
the
melted
shorten

everyone who may incline to make
PROM attics, closets and various Defense of British Homes, located
a,convenience of the house in trav ing, oatmeal, sugar and raisins. Add
1 nooks and crannies In the Amer at 10 Warren Street in New York
eling or who may be induced tj the unbeaten eggs and the remain
ican home, guns of all types and and just three weeks later to date
I visit it from motives of curiosity . . . ing ingredients sifted together. Drop
-allbre are pouring forth In re the first shipment is ready to go.
sponse to a plea for arms which Above at New York warehouse
Unless tome precaution of this sort cn cookie sheet, press flat with fin
will be sent to the harassed Rritish where the guns are stored awaiting
| governs, I should be run to an ex- gers or knife dipped in cold water.
civilians for use in protection of shipment, Major Anthony Plain, ex
, pense as Improper as it would be Sprinkle with sugar. Bake in a 375
the homes of England In the event plorer and member of tiie Commit
deg F oven about 15 minutes.
considerable.”
the current threatened blitz inva tee; and C. Snydam Culling, Chair
If you ve visited Mt. Vernon . . .
Pickled Green Beans—Four quarts
sion materializes. Reque t was sent man, make final Inspect:.»« ,f <ne
I and you really should if you haven t stringless beans. 2 cups brown sugar,
out by the American Committee for arms. Latter is at r!
you'll be curious about the 1 quart cider vinegar, 1 pint water.
recipes
in
the
Martha
Washington
1
tablespoon
mustard
seed,
1
tea

Second Installment
! Cock 3ook How were the hams spoon peppercorns.
Cement made at different local- When brought back for final grind- prepared that came from the old
Gather young beans and start
ltles varies somewhat in compcsl- j ing it is mixed with four percent [ smoke house at the end of the gar- preparations for pickling at once;
tlcn, and what ls written here ls gypsum, by weight, and conveyed den ^’at soups simmered in the snip ends and leave whole. Place
peculiar to the plant in Thomaston. 10 the mill bins by chain conveyor. ■ereat c0PPer Pot in the old kitchen beans in a kettle of boiling salted
This cement ls made from native Before entering the mills the and how were the herbs used that water, cook until tender but not
limestone which is blown down in clinker is weighed cn <603 pound grow so lavishly ln the garden, the soft, drain and pack into sterilized
pears and figs and cherries and jars. Make a boiling hot syrup of
open quarries, loaded by electric batching scales.
There are two finish mills of the grapes that ripen still against the sugar, vinegar, water and spice, pour
shovels into 10-ton side dump cars
and transported to ciushing plant, same size and type as those used old brick walls of on'- of the loveli over beans and seal.
where it gees through a 42-inch fcr raw grinding, except that they est gardens in America . . . one a
Scalloped Corn and Celery- Two
gyratory crusher of five ton-per- have four compartments instead of
cups canned corn. 1 cup celery fine
<
'.'inj
net?
w.th
the
finish
grinding,
minute capacity. In this it is re three, and are loaded with 68 tons
ly chopped, 1 cup toasted bread
duced to six-inch size and then of steel balls. The distribution of i Fron l the finish mills the cement crumbs, *4 teaspoon salt, j table- ’
transported over a pan conveyor to ithe grinding media is somewhat is < enveyed to storage silos by spoon onion chopped. 2 tablespoons
a "Williams" hammer mill where It different in the feur enmpartmen cent tressed air pumps. In the Land O’ Lakes butter, '4 cup hot
is further reduced to a maximum of mill and varies with tie type of : pack couse or shipping depart- millf
IH inches with about 80 percent cement being ground. Tiie capa- ment lie cement ls drawn by gravArrange corn, onion and celery in
n the silos and conveyed by alternate layers in a baking dish.
flnes."
city oi the above mills ls from 96 ' jty
From the crushing plant the barrels to 100 barrels per hour per . •>cre'* conveyors and bucket ele- Add butter and salt to hot milk and
crushed limestone Is transferred by niill. The rate of grinding Is de- vato; to bins over the packers, pour over the vegetables. Cover
machines
automatically
belt conveyers to a 10.000-ton stor- termlned by regulating the feed to i Then
with bread crumbs and bake 23
age where It is handled by an 8-ton obtain a fineness of from 90 p?r- I weigh S4 pounds or one cubic fcot minutes or until the celery ls tender
bridge crane.
When recovered cent to 92 percent through 200 cf cement into cloth or paper sacks,
in a moderate oven. Serves about
from storage the raw material is I mesh. Samples are taken from the Peo cn is also made tor oulk
five.
fed through feed bins to raw grind- 1 «me Ls between 2803 degrees and , >oad:
MENU
.
requlres approximately 610
ing mills, where it Is mixed witli 3073 degrees F., and at the feed
Breakfast
36 percent water and ground end about 800 degrees F
When P°u > cf raw material to make one
Kemp's Tomato Juice
through 200 mesh. There are two j the cement clinker, as the burned barn of cement at 376 pounds,
A dime locks like a pretty small thing to dance on as Grace McDonald
Maltcx Cereal
cf the losses arc accounted
raw mills, each a three-compart-' product is called, ccmes from Uie Mr
displays it to (left to right) Eddie Quillan, Robert Paige and Frank Jenks
Toasted and Scrambled Eggs
CO-2, given off during the
ment ball mill, 40' x 7', loaded with kiln (almost white hot! it drops for
in a scene from Paramcunt's “Dancing On a Dime.”
Grape Jelly
75 tons of steel balls and driven 1 Into a rotarv cooler directly under burning process. There are 1mCoffee
20 RPM by 803 HP syn. motors.
the kiln. The cooler L- 60 long by puritle 'uch as pyrite and micca
The discharge frem the raw mills, 8' diameter, having one half lined pre.-ent In small quantities in the
Lunch
•Scalloped Corn and Celery
or "slurry" as it is called, ls pumped with firebrick and the other half roex which are seldom tested or
Melba Toast
by Wllfley sand pumps to a bat with lifters that rain the clinker arveunted fcr, but these never con
Piccalilli
tery of 12 correction tanks. Hcurly through a stream of cool air. About stitute as much as two percent.
The capacity of the plant is 1.200samples are taken from the mill 80 percent of the ccmbustion air
•Mrs. Thomas' Oatmeal Cookies
stream by the laboratory crew, test- for the kiln enters through the C00 barrels a year. It ls driven
Tetley Tea
ed for fineness and chemically ] cooler, cools the clinker black and completely by electricity, with a
Dinner
analyzed. Necessary blending to, becomes pre-heated before com- connected load of 9.500 HP. The
•Yorkshire Ducks
power is purchased and the lnobtain proper percentages of con- 1 bustion.
stituants is made by pumping the
From the cooler the clinker is coming line is 33.000 V„ 3ph, 60 Cy. Baked Potatoes
Baked Squash
contents of tested tanks together, conveyed on a manganese steel The main distributing circuits and
•Pickled Green Beans
Celery
As soon as a tank of slurry is cor- chain ccnveyor to the clinker stor- practically all motors of 50 HP and
Apple Betty
rected It Is pumped to blending 1 age which has a capacity of 175.000 over are 2200 V; the intermediate
Coffee
basin which has a capacity of four barrels. It Is recovrt^rl from the circuits and smaller motors are
• Recipes given.
correction tanks.
The blending I storage by the same bridge crane 44CV. There are 283 motors in opbasin is agitated continuously to that handles the crushed rock eratlon and at full production the
The way The Courier-Gazette Want Ads get results will
prevent settling and to maintain mill stream every hour and tested power consumption is about 2 mil- NOBLEBORO
please you. W’hat's more, you'll get them more cheaply
Public Cooking School (Electric)
a straight line composite. From for fineness, and briketts and cy!- lion KWHr per month. The coa’
than any other way. And that will please you some more!
the blending basin the slurry Is inders are made frem the samples consumption is approximately 10C at Star Theatre, Waldoboro, Oct.
Ycu can't beat ’em—whether you want to Buy, Trade,
pumped to filters where the water j and the day s compc'ltfe. The ce- pounds per barrel of clinker burned 22, Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2.30 p.
Rent or Sell.
content is reduced to 20 percent. ! ment clinker is sampled every hour There are two kilns and each will m. Admission free. All food given
Filtering is done by vacuum disc as It ccmes from the kiln and must produce about 1700 barrels of ce- away. Everybody welcome. Miss
Call 770—Ask For An Ad-Taker!
June Freeman, demonstrator.
fllters. The initial water content (pass several exacting tests.
ment clinker per day
124-133
is controlled at the raw mills and j The manufacturing process is
John M. Pomeroy,
the slurry metered before filtering. «■——
From the filters the dewatered'
slurry or raw mix is fed into the |
feed end of the kilns by belt and
screw conveyors.
There are two kilns, each 200'
long by It' inside diameter, lined
with firebrick throughout, inclined
14 inch per fcot and driven one
RPM. Firing is done with pulver
ized coal, fed from a stcrage tank
v
through a coal feeder Into a stream
of conducting air in two 10-inch
THIS IS WHAT YOU
pipes. The coal is landed In the
GFT WHEN YOU 8UVA
ccal mill in bettem dump cars,
crushed in a roll crusher, weighed,
HtW 1981 PONTIAC!
Only $25 more for an Eight
dried in a rotary dryer and pul
1. NEW BEAUTY AND
in any model!
verized in roll mills. The latter
LUXURY
machines have a capacity of eight
tens per hour. The coal require
2. ENCLOSED RUNNING
ments are 90 percent through 200
BOARDS
mesh and 97 percent dry. ,
On Two Soriot
As the raw material advances in
3. GREATER OVER AU
the rotating kiln it is met by het I
gases from the fired end. It is first
LENGTH
dried then gives off its gases, most- |
INCREASED POWER
ly CO-2 and finally undergoes a,
series of complicated physical and |
5. RECORD GAS AND
chemical changes in the burning
Oil ECONOMY
zone. The burning zone ls the last i
Built-in Oil Clooner
40 feet, locking frem the feed end. I
6. LARGER, SAFER BODIES
The temperature in the burning

STORY OF CEMENT INDUSTRY
Going Back To Its Humble Beginning
And Traced To Modern Methods

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

PLEASE

nmu>A

rox tvtMBODyf

Z. NEW, TRU-ARC SAFETY
STEERING

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

9. PERFECTED "TRIPLECUSHIONED" RIDE

ROCKLAND, ME.
10. CHOICE OF A SIX OR

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

Daringly different when it was
first introduced a year ago, Pon

tiac’s

"Torpedo”

styling is today the

recognized vogue in modern motor car

design.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
P. M.
i.
Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.3(1
Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
Ar. Rockland,
119-tf

Why, therefore, should you he satis

fied with anything less, especially when

every
model ol Pontiac’s 1941 line—even the
“Torpedo” styling is now yours on

new low-priced De Luxe "Torpedoes”

★Delivered at Pontiac, Michigan. State tax,

any new car buyer can afford!

optional equipment and accessories—extra.
Prices subject to change without notice.
General Motors Terms to Suit Your Purse.

See

these

new

"Torpedoes"

powerful—yet with no sacrifice of Pon
tiac’s famous

economy.

And

you

can

/ti /biot/er

$25 more for on Eight

Year

take your choice of a Six or Eight in any

. model for only $25 difference in price!

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET,

today.

You’ll find them longer, wider, more

AN EIGHT IN ANY
MODEL

ROCKLAND, MAINE

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
12 BAYVIEW STREET,

CAMDEN, M/1NE

Every-Other-Day
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PARTY AT THF. COMIQUE
•GOT T' HURRY!”
O'Brien having gone on to her
There will be a student matinee (
home in Somerville.
at the Comique Theatre, Camden 1
Mrs. Lenora Davis returned Sun
I
Thursday afternoon at-4 with con/X /X XX XX
ftftftft
day from Portland where she had
ZX ZX XX XX
1 tests such as ducking for apples;
7"
.......... ■
been
visiting
her
parents
Mr.
and
JUNE COTE
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
costumes contests, funniest and
Mrs. Michael Ney. while attend
Correspondent
Correspondent
best; marshmallows on a string; |
ing
the
State
Teachers
Conven

ftftftft
ftftftft
balloon blowirg. apples on a string
tion.
etc. Prizes will be given to the .
Tel. 713
Tel. 190
Leon Simmons, son of Mr. and
winners and cider will be a gi t
Mrs. Norman Simmons, observed
Clos'd Packard and ''Bob'' Mun frem the management. On screen j
The W.C.T.U. met Friday night his tenth birthday Saturday with
at the home of Mrs. Truman Saw a party at his home on North
roe are hunting ln the Spencer the brilliant saga of the life and j
loves of the great Indian fighter I
yer. There will be the annual elec street. Numerous games and con
Lake district.
ar.d scout "Kit Carson" with Jon j
tion of officers at the meeting Nov. tests were enjoyed by the young
Miss Phyllis Dean entertained
8 at Mrs. J. Lelan Hart's home. folks and prizes were awarded
her Sunday school class and Hall and Lynn Bari
Members are reminded to take the Henry Hastings and Joan Vinal
friends Friday afternoon at the
mite boxes to Mrs. Eleanor Clark for pinnirg on the Halloween Cat's
Baptist vestry. Halloween decora STONINGTON
as soon as possible.
tions were used ar.d games and re
Among those from here who at- j
tail; Sigr.e Swanholm. guessing
freshments were enjoyed. Those bended the State Teachers Conven
The Rook Club and guests met the number of beans in a jar;
present were Joyce Pettapiece. tion in Portland were; Supt. and ]
Saturday at the home of Mr. and Janette Johnson, naming the ar
Georgette Bickford. Oene Bick Mrs. John Dunton, Prin. and Mrs
Mrs. Weston Young. There were ticles on a, tray: Joan Vinal. John
ford. Lois Cookson. Frances Hast Richard Howell, Edna Canham.
three tables and prizes fell to Mr Spear and Edward McLellan, toss
ings.
Elaine Spruce,
Patricia Lena More)'. Doris,Gross. Oranville
and Mrs. Theodore Rowell. Mrs. ing cranberries in a Jar; Edward
Kelley, James Hale, Richard MacMillan. Zetta Smith, Edith
Warren Knights and Albert An McLellan, placing clothes-pins in
Knowles, and Donald Rossiter.
derson. Others present were Mr. a bottle; and John Davis in a kiss
Rossboraugh. Margaret Drew, Ber
and Mrs. Stanley Macgowan. Mr. scramble.
Leon received many
The Methodist Ladies Aid So nice Dority and Dorothy Judkins.
Up at 20 Camden street a r.ew carries a generous supply of modern ciety will meet Wednesday at 2
and Mrs. William G. Maloney. pleasing gifts and the buffet lunch
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Garso of
Mrs. Anderson and Mr. Knights.
included a daintily decorated place of business has sprung into electrical appliances.
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Addi Sable Forks. N Y, have been visit
Tlie
proprietor
is
Edwin
Jones
son Young. 18 Limerock street.
Mrs. Clyde Butler gave a party birthday cake. The guests were existence, to be opened to the pub
ing the Frank Pinnettes.
who graduated last June from
Saturday
afternoon
for
her Raymond Wallace. Robert Davis. I lic next iPriday, and the public
The Garden Club will meet this
Benjamin Carter is employed at
Rockland
High
School,
and
who.
, daughters, Lorraine and Merita Keith Beattie, Clinton Condon.
during the past two years, has been afternoon with Mrs. Louie Ward- Isle au Haut building chimneys in
cordially
bidden
to
inspect
it.
A
celebrating Lorraine's 11th and Orrin Treat. 3d. Jean Spear. Kath
y»igb> tf dQ
modest beginning, for a ycurg mer associated with the sales depart well on High street. Mrs C F the Charles Turner house.
*INA lift*
Merita's seventh birthdays. In erine Hardy, Beatrice Lewis, Ken
ment of the Central Maine Power Beverage of Augusta. President of
tv'oftva Compony
chant
who
is
fired
with
the
enthusi

Rev.
John
Fitzpatrick
of
Sears

vited guests were Nancy Libby, neth LeVan, Priscilla Starr. Henryasm of youth, and who is well con Company, with a successful career the Oarden Club Federation of port preached Sunday morning at
Virginia Smith, Helen Lynch, Hastings. Joan Vinal. John Davis.
tent
to sacrifice a college education on tlie road. In connection with the Maine will be the speaker.
the Congregational Church.
Dolores Wallace. Gwendolyn Jack- John Spear, Signe Swanholm.
The Baptist Young Peoples
in
order
that he may lose no time store business ycung Jones plans
Marie Billings has enrolled In You may be rushed to the hospital, unless you look where you're going!
son. Irene and Gloria Brooks. Mil Janette Johnson and Edward Mc
ln entering the commercial field to do servicing and repairing.
Forum enjoyed a Halloween social the Primary Teacher's Training
dred and Alice Jenkins. Dorothy Lellan.
Ar- Course at Graceland College.
He comes honestly by his love Friday night at the vestry
which he has elected.
Merrill. Ruth Curtis, Valerie Fey
Mrs. Martha Carter was guest j The new place of business an for the electrical business, being a rar.gements were in charge of
Mrs. James Jenkins of Isle au
ler. Doris and Jane Ifemey. Chris of her daughter and son-in-law j electrical store, attractively equipped son of L. E Jones who has figured
Hugh Hatch. Judson Manning, and Haut visited friends here Saturday.
tine and Mary Hysom. Joan and Mr. and Mrs. Willis Stiles, at 1 with standard lines, and housed in so long and prominently in the sales
Russell Kennedy.
•
Mrs. Eva Robbins ls employed
o/
Buster Edwards. Robert and Keith Woodfords, while attending the a new building which is well adapt- department of the Central Maine,
Mrs. Olive Weaver has returned at the home of Rebecca Knight.
Beattie. Roma Jean Butler and Teachers' Convention.
ed for a modest start It is sheathed
Friends will wish him every suc- from Rumford where she was
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Warren,
Dale and Carol Butler. Joan Crie
The trawler Dartmouth will be in building board well lighted and 1 cess.
guest of her sister, Mrs. Blanch daughter Jessie and Mrs. Nina
and Alice Jenkins each received launched Wednesday at 930 from
Secotte.
Gross are visiting friends ln Sau
a prize in a guessing game and the Mone Boatbuilding Corp. Mrs
FULLER
John W. E Felton was installed gus. Mass
Christine and Mary Hysom were Robert Mitchell of Dartmouth.! in Finland, son of John and Anne
worshipful
master
of
Amity
Lodge
The Gleason Flyes of Northeast
awarded prizes in a pin game Ice Mass., wife of the owner, will chris Johnson, and had lived In the United
Masons. Friday night by W. Lee Harbor were recent visitors here.
cream and birthday cakes were ten the craft.
States the past 47 years. He had
XX XX
O
man Oxton of West Rockport, dis
Mrs. Annie Stinson is at the
XX XX XX XX
served and a happy afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Crie and been a resident of this town seven
trict deputy grand master, assis home of her daughter Mrs. Cassie
The brush that brings lustrous
spent by the youngsters.
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
sons, John and Donald of San years, having made his home with
ted by Guy Annis of Rockport as Gross after working for Mrs. Blake
, Harold and Donald Achorn of Diego, were overnight guests Sun
Correspondent
beauty to the hair. There is
grand marshal and Burton Lowell in West Stonington during the
his daughter.
Jersey City. N. J. were weekend day of Mr and Mrs. Oscar Crie, en
ftftftft
as grand chaplain. Other officers Summer.
no more welcome gift.
He was a paving cutter by trade
guests of their mother. Mrs. Han route to Crlehaven for a visit with
are: Elmer True of Hope, senior
Rev. Newell Whitman visited
Tel 2229
nah Haupt. On return they were Mr and Mrs. H B. Crie who will and worked in the St. George granite
warden; R. Alden Knight, junior here Sunday.
Delivered in Gift Boxes
accompanied by Mrs. Haupt, who return to California with them for quarries.
warden; Fred W. Elwell, treasurer;
Frederick Dunham and Norman
Miss
Leoline
Wilson
returned
will stay for an indefinite visit the Winter.
He is survived by three daughters. Sunday from Brunswick where she Warren B. Conant, secretary; McCortson are in Connecticut.
reedy for presentation
with them and another son, Carl
Mr. and Mrs Enoch Clark and
Earl Waldron, daughter Dorothy
Mrs Lampinen Mrs. Lempi Nikula visited the past few days at the home Charles E. King, chaplain; Harold
Achorn and family.
son Robert and Mrs. Oliver Hahn
J.
Wilson,
marshal:
Clarence
and Miss Louise Wright of Fort
of Lowell, Mass and Mrs. Jennie of Rev and Mrs. J. W. Hyssong
At the meeting of the Pathfind went to Farmington last night to
SPECIAL AT
W. Fairfield were recent guests of
Miss Eleanor Sargent of the Knox Mitchell, senior deacon; Oscar
_
Hakaia of Culmlt Minn, a son
attend
a
play
in
which
Miss
Marie
ers Sunday afternoon at the
of Ablngtcn. Hospital staff was guest Friday at Chapman, Junior deacon, Douglas George Webb
Matthew
Johnson
Methodist vestry, these new officers Clark, who attends Farmington
Mrs. Raymond Cousins of Port
the heme of Mr. and Mrs. Ray F Libby, senior steward. Oscar
Conn., and five grandchildren.
were appointed: President. Rcbert Normal School, had a part
Grinnell, junior steward; and land recently visited her parents
Rev H F. Leach will officiate at Easton.
Mrs.
Arthur
Johison
of
Turner
Beattie; vice president. Gay Stet
Lovell Thompson, tyler. Musical Mr. and Mrs. Dearborn Harriman.
the funeral service and burial is to
Miss Fern Whitney who is teach
son; secretary, Lorraine Butler; and Mrs. Arthur Roy and son
selections on the program included
be
in
the
Thcmaston
Cemetery.
ing at Livermore Falls, spent the
High Ranking Students
Franklin of Buckfield, were week
treasurer, Nancy Libby.
saxophone solos by John Johnson;
weekend with her parents. Mr. and vocal selections by Miss Estelle
end guests of Mrs. Nettie Robinson Mrs. Annie E. MurphyThe honor roll at Stonington
Mrs. H. F. Leach went yester
Mrs. W. E. Whitney.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Robinson
High
School Is: Post Graduates—
After
a
short
illness
Mrs
Annie
Beverage,
and
songs
with
guitar
day to Portland where she will
and family visited Mr. and Mrs Elizabeth Murphy, widow of Capt.
Prompt service and delivery
Miss Lillian Wilson was guest of accompaniment by Laforest Leland. Elinor Blood. Edith Fifleld. Martha
attend the 71st Annual Conven
Eben Bowman Sunday in Portland Timothy Murphy, died Thursday at Miss Arlene Anderson ln Thcmas
Miss Helen Prince and Carleton Oross; Seniors—high honors. Con
tion of Churches of Maine, today
through your Fuller Brush Dealer.
Bernard Nelson a riding instruc her home on Roxbury street. She ton during the school vacation.
Prince of Arlington. Mass , and nie Coombs, Charlotte Goodrich.
and tomorrow.
tor at the Hillcrest Riding Riding was born in this town 81 years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Easton motored Mrs. George Frazee of Groton, Helen Gray. Herbert Jones, David
A candle-light installation serv Academy, was guest of honor at a
i the eldest daughter of Hugh and to Augusta Saturday for the day.
Mass., were in town over the week Sturdee. low honors. Orace Fifleld.
ice was conducted by Gordon Reed surprise birthday celebration held at
Hannah
Cullen
MacDonald
and
reThe
Twentieth
Century
Club
met
end.
to attend the funeral of Phylene Sturdee. Marjorie Tewks
at the Epworth League meeting the Thomaston Cafe Sunday morn
Friday afternoon at the home of their grandmother, Mrs. Sarah bury.
Sunday night. This ceremony was ing when a party of riders stopped sided here nearly ail her life.
Juniors—high honors. Carolyn
After marriage in 1894 she went Mrs Blanche Ellsworth. Mrs. Mln- Pendleton.
93 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 431-W
effective and was attended by the there, as is their custom. Sunday
Billings. Natalie Eaton. Oleeta Fi
| oivcrland to San Francisco to join ’ etta A Paul gave a review of the
Mrs.
Vivian
Armstrong
was
ten

123-125-127
public as well as League members. mornings, for breakfast. An appro
Mr Murphy's ship, stopping in bcok "Maine Summer." This week dered a shower by the members fleld. Caroline Turner, low honors.
The officers installed were: Presi priately decorated birthday cake
I Chicago to see the World s Fair. Mrs. Alice Gardner will be hostess of the Chadavae Club Monday Patricia Vangelli.
dent, Sally Gray; vice presidents bearing atop a tiny saddle horse oc
Sophomores—high honors. Wal
; She accompanied her husband on for the annual poetry afternoon.
r.ight at her home on Free street.
Ruth Miller, assisted by Jean Crie; cupied the center of the table. In
that long, stormy voyage to Liver Commander Howard A. Trlbou. | Those present besides the guest ter Oray. Margaret Holland, Vera
Eleanor Gregory’, assisted by Eu the group were Mr and Mrs. Nelson,
I pool, then returned home to spend Medical Corps, US N. returned Sat- ot honor were Miss Freda Burkett, Jones, low honors. Dorothy Barter,
gene Fales; Betty Fales, assisted Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cross and
the remainder cf her long and use urday to Portsmouth after spending Mrs Dwight Lord, Mrs. Willis Oeorge Gross. Jeanie Hutchinson.
by George Greene;
Marjorie children. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Con
ful Me. Shortly after her return
I Stahl. Mrs Richard Bond. Mrs Georgia Nevells. Newell Robbins.
Woodcock, assisted by Charles non and son. Russell. Nelson Glid I her daughter. Mrs. Agnes McAuliffe a few weeks at his home here.
Freshmen—high honors. Lucia L
Mrs. Darrell Pound and son cf A11*11 Hoflws Mrs. Inez HenderFager; secretary, Lucy Adams; den, Miss Emma Harding. Wendell
! was born and she has always lived
Beatrice. Linda Burgess. Madalyn
son.
Mrs.
Thelma
Cooper.
Mrs.
Millinocket are visiting her parents.
treasurer. Joseph Richards* pian Blackman, Hugh Little and Fred with her mother.
Robie Ames. Jr., Mrs. Frederick Jordan. Owenevere Robbins. Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Annis.
ist. Leona Frisbee.
Colson.
I Surviving also are a sister. Mrs.
Mills. Mrs. Orion Wadsworth. Miss Taylor. Charlotte Turner; low
If you want to Rent a Room,
Top scores at the meeting of the , Oeorge V Hardy, three nephews,
Miss Beatrice Ashcroft of RockGeneral Knox Chapter, D AR..
Pearl
Knight. Mrs. Pearl Wheeler, honors. Hugo Argurnaoni. Edward
j land was guest Sunday of Mrs Ray
will meet Nov. 4 at 3 o'clock at the Contract Club Friday afternoon at three nieces and five cousins.
Sell the Cow. Turn Your Car
Blackmore. Olelm Spofford. Ray
and Miss Lucy Dickens.
home of Mrs. Mary Overlock. Main Miss Harriet Dunn's heme were held
Requiem high mass was celebrat Easton.
mond Webb.
Miss
Lucy
Freeman
went
Sun

Into
Cash, or Hire a Cook,
by Mrs. Maynard Spear. Mrs. Wil ed Saturday at St. James Church.
street.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will day to Dunbarton. N. H„ where
those
Courier-Gazette Ads
liam
Boynton
of
Cushing
and
Mrs
Rev. Fr. John Cummings officiating, meet Wednesday at the home of she will be guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Staples
Parking lamps on the new 1941
and Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Hubbard Fred Campbell of Warren. Mrs. J j and Miss Lotte McLaughlin of Rock- Ifts. Mtawtta A Paul.
will
help.
Ford
cars
are
on
the
front
fenders
Colin Coombs.
Norman Towle of Bangor, who is | land the soloist. Interment was in
were dinner guests Saturday night
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W Tolman
Mrs. Jessie Sa ter Ice is having a above the headlamps.
visiting Mrs. James Creighton and j St. James Cemetery.
Just Phone 770
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Feyler.
of Quincy, Mass., visited recently two weeks' vacation from Achorn's
Mrs. Albert Elliot were substitutes.
The Mayflower Temple, P. S.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs Fred Store.
COURIER-GAZETTE
WANT
ADS
Miss Carol Saucier returned home
NEW ENGLAND BL'INS
meeting will be preceded by a Newerick Richards.
WORK WONDERS
The Friday Club will hold their
Sunday from a week's visit in Dan I Beneath these larches there was once
England boiled dinner Friday at vers, Mass., calling on her brother,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lane Jr., first meeting of the season Nov. 1
a home.
6 o'clock.
As grav stone cellar walls will testify. and daughter Marion returned Sat at the home of Mrs. Ruth Elmore.
Lloyd Saucier, at Port McKinley en Or
the^e old flagstones peeping
Friendly Club meets Nov. 6 with route.
STATE OF MAINE
urday from a week's visit with Mr. High street. Mrs. Cora Calder will
through the grass
Mrs. Josephine Stone.
Cinnamon
roses, that now. only bre« and Mrs James Tattan 'Ruth Or read from the bock “The Natives
Dr. and Mrs. Madison A. Hart, Droning above
through the long Sum beton» at Summit. N. J. Enroute Return by Louis Adamic,
Mrs. J. Russell Davis entertained i Mrs. Eben Alden and Miss Lucy
mer days
informally Saturday r.ight for her I Skinner leave today for Fruitland Can call
their own perfumed some they also visited the Worlds Fair
There will be mention of Fred
old time dream.
weekend guest, Miss Grace D. Park. Fla. after passing the Summer
Crockett and Camden in connec
in New York.
For the State of Maine
The wood’hrush's mellow note calls
OBrien. of Somerville. Mass. Yes I at the Alden home here.
Mrs. Frederick Richards, son Ger tion with the Capt. Hanson Greg
me to dream
terday Mrs. Davis, and Miss
Here where gay voices once proclaimed ald and Mrs. Walter Carroll spent ory and National Doughnut Week
CANDIDATES to be voted for in the Presidential Election to be held November 5. 1940. in all voting pre
O'Brien went to Portland to at Matt Johnson
a home
on Isabel Manning Hewson's news
flowers were gathered on hot Friday in Portland.
cincts in the State of Maine. Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of candidates or
tend a meeting of the New Eng
Funeral services will be held to- WhereAugust
program
at
9.30
Thursday
morning.
days
Mrs. Lou Richards. Miss Marion
land Institute Alumni Association i morrow at 2 o clock from the A D. As these tall lilies seem to testify,
Weidman, Mrs. Orra Burns, and Oct. 31. Mr. Crockett will not be a specimen ballot, FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FINE.FREDERICK ROBIE, Secretary of SUte.
i
A
place
left
voiceless
but
for
birds
and
at the Lafayette Hotel. They were 1 Davis & Son funeral chapel for
bees.
____
Mrs _________
Mildred___
Colby
_____________
will serve_______
as the able to appear personally on the
accompanied to Portland by Miss Matt Johnson, who died Sunday at Where pennyroyal creep, back through ;rcmmitte<, {or
supper to be projfam. but it Is expected that he
LIST OF CANDIDATES
the
grass
Barbara Batchelder who returned (the home cf his daughter, Mrs Silvi
erved by the Methodist Ladies' Aid may be on the We. the People proI F-re you seek red berrie= In the gras*
last night with Mrs. Davis. Mtes • Lampinen Mr. Johnson was born Serve
gram at a later date. A ribbon
them with thick white cream, I tomorrow night in the vestry.
here as I dream
The Donald Dodges have closed which was stretched across the
You taste the gclden honey of your
their Summer home on Beauchamp street was cut, and the thoroughbees.
While in the fragrant kitchen of your point and returned Sunday to Phil- fare, which extends from the cenhome
adelphia, and later will go to Edisto ter of the business section to the
Of caraway, your cookies testify
I These were your homely tasks through Lsland. S C. for the Winter.
public landing, was officially opened
many days.
Mrs. Maynard Waldron of Bever Saturday as Hanson Oregory street
And in the Maytlmc of those far off
ly, Mass., was guest the past week at
days
As luong as we have. . .
i Did apple blossoms drift across the ihe home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
gniai
Racial and religious hatreds, we
A scented snow that seemed to testify K Walker
To passing time? I wonder did you
Mr. and Mrs Stephen Kelley and i shall have wars.
dream
family who have been spending the
Laughter and joy in the world.
i The old green gods would one day
Summer In town, returned Monday there is a chance of reforminf it.
claim your home.
Your orchards only sought by the to Philadelphia.
Faith and vision, there is hope of
wild bees?
Mrs. Oeorge W. Lane recently progress for the nation.
Isn't lt strange, that still there are
went to Marshall Island to join Mr.
------------------the bees
Here In the garden as in other days? Lane, who has been there for the
Sixty-three types of steel are used
Somehow It teems the sweetness that
past few weeks.
• in producing the 1941 cars.
Is heme
COMMUNIST
DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLICAN
Lingers where ancient footsteps pre .ed
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PRESENTING A NEW MERCHANT

CAMDEN

Christmas Qift

that Women Treasure

ROCKPORT

BRISTLECOMB

F. L CLARK, Local Dealer

Let Those Effective

C.-G. Ads Help You

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

the grass.
The waiting lorest cannot still a dream
Too many things remain to testily.
Too many things remain to testify
Lilacs syrlnga ar.d the hum of bees.
Even that crumbling wall, relates the
dream

That was reality In other days
B-fore the rankness of the graveyard
grass
Covered the people who once called
this home.
Tonguelets
days.

these

testify

ot

golden

our home

J

t

is warm ano
I

cozy now-

Roosevelt and Wallace

Willkie and McNary
For Electors of
President and Vice President
EUGENE B. SANGER. Bangor Q

WE BUY

MRS. LFTTTE WARE MEADER
Waterville [ 1

DAVID E1NBINDER, Portland

□

□
WINFRED V. TABBUT,
Thomaston [D

□
CHARLES B RANDALL.

Bowdoinham Q

NOW IS THE TIME!

MISS ELIZABETH DONAHUE,
Portland

L. O. GORDON. Madison,

WILLARD P. HAMILTON,
Caribou

[J

MRS. FLORENCE THURSTON.
Bethel Q

ARTHUR JOHNSON. Portland 0
□

□

BLAINE S. VILES, Augusta

S. E. EATON
KOCKI.AND. ME

TUNE IN ON "THE SHADOW" EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON

□
□

□

WATER PIPES RENEWED
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
PLUGGED
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS

1187-R,

For Electors of
President and Vice President

EFFIE W. TALEOT, Machias Q MRS. FLORENCE M. LATNO,
Old Town [H
r—i
____________________________ □

The song of bees, these flagstones ln
the grass,
All keep alive a dream that was a
home.
- -Relief A. Nichols.
Rockland.

TEI

Browder and Ford

For Electors of
President and Vice President

Q

MRS. MYRTLE CRANDLEMIRE.
Houlton

□

□

MARIUS MARTINSEN,
Saint George

□

Every-Other-Day
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M COUPLE Will GO TO PANAMA
^SOCIETY. ‘ Big Event In Camden

This And That

Thursday Night Sponsored
By the Lions
The Misses Lucille Treat and
Oeorgia Treat entertained at a
jolly Halloween party Thursday
night in the barn at the home of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Treat, Grace street. Games filled
the happy evening, and delicious
refreshments were served. Quests
were Betty O'Brien. Faith Long,
Aimee Karl, Vivian Falla. Rosanna
and Jean Treat, Florence Knight,
Edith Carr, Mary Duff, Warren
Dow, Robert Jones. Hartwell Dowl
ing, Ernest Munro, Charles Sea
man, Richard Falla. Albert Havener
and Richard Munro. Miss Anna
F.ynn was chaperone.

The marriage of George W. Gow.
Jr., of this city and Miss R. Pearl,
Wales of Portland, will take place ,
Nov. 11, probably in the latter cltv.'
Mr. Gow has become well known to
Rockland citizens in recent years
by virtue cf his connection with the
city directory as advertising repre
sentative. He is an ardent disciple
of sports, whether baseball, football
or basketball, and can always be
found on the sidelines when one of
the games is played, wherever he
may be located. His faculty for
making friends will result in univer
sal congratulations. Tlie bride-tobe has been an occasional visitor
ln this city and also has many
Miss Martha Horton. Miss Nancy friends here.
Walker and Miss Karlcne Page of I
Guilford were weekend guests of
The Browne Club will meet FrtCapt. and Mrs. George E. Horton. {day night at the home of Miss
j Edna Payson, Grace street.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Kelsey
and Miss Katherine McDonald at
Members of Sub-Deb Club, the
tended the Maine-Bates game in Misses Pauline Spear, Madeline
Orono Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. Kel Munro, Margaret Havener, Dorothy
sey remaining as guests of Mr. and Peterson, Carol Hall and Barbara
Mrs. Sam Sezak for the weekend. > Lamb, were hostesses Friday night
! at a dancing party in the tower
Autumn leaves forming
Mrs. Seth Lowe of New York is ! room.
visiting at the home cl her mother, "SD" set off by horseshoes were
the attractive wall decorations. A
Mrs. E. D. Spear.
special feature was the spot light
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Brown dance using a jack o’ lantern.
were weekend guests of Mrs. M. R. Present were 40 members of the
Pillsbury of Summer street.
Junior Class.

A Halloween costume harvest
ball, under the sponsorship of the
Camden-Rockport Lions Club will
be held in Camden Opera House
Thursday night.
Hundreds are
certain to patronize the event.
Last year several hundred per
sons who had no desire to go upon
the dance floor, bought balcony
tickets thereby being stole to enjoy
the unique program of vaudeville
to te presented by "Uncle Seth
and his Hillbillies.''
The big auditorium as well as
the stage will be gaily decorated.
Cash prizes will be awarded as
follows: Best costumes. 1st, $5; 2d.
$3; 3d. $1. Jitterbug contest: 1st,
$3; 2d. $3; 3d. $1.
Preceding the dancing, which
will begin at 845 o'clook, there
will be a concert by the Camden
High School Band and the vaude
ville acts by Uncle Seth's Hillbillies.
Refreshments will be on sale
during the evening by the '•Dandy
lions." The proceeds will go to
purchase uniforms for the High
School Band, and various Lions
Club charities.

By K. S. F.

Persons who go up or down
Beech street have taken notice of
the excellent job of painting tliat
has been done on the Baptist par
sonage and the especially brilliant
smile that covers the face of the
parson at all times. This fine
gesture of generosity was the com
pliment to the church and the
pastor toy a devoted member who
never loses a chance to do a good
turn, going on the theory that i ne
good turn deserves another, it
would seem.
8

8

8

8

Fashion reports show a steady
decline in evening gowns but the
hair in pompadours is still going
up.
• • • •
When or.e Is 20 one is sure she
knows the world. At 40 one ls
afraid the world knows more than
it should.

CUSHING

NORTH HAVEN

Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal of War
ren were at their cottage Sunday
and called on friends in town.
Harry Young and Alvaro Olson
are making repairs on the buildings
of Fales and Son.
Byron Coombs is reported as rest
ing more comfortably after receiv
ing several blood transfusions. Mrs.
Coombs Is with her daughter Mrs.
Robert Ames during his absence.
William McNamara and sister
Mrs. Agnes Boynton have returned
from a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Peterson at Green Lake.
Oakley Ames and Leslie Ames of
Manchester. Conn., were in town
Sunday and on return, they »ere
accompanied by Mr, and Mrs.Tcon
Ames. If work in that city develops
as planned, Mr. Ames will have
employment for the winter. Their
son Jack Is with his brother Rooert
Ames but is to join them later.
Mr and Mrs. Newton H. Street
and chlludren Mary and Roger of
Wcodbrldge, Conn., wrre at their
shore cottage over the weekend.
Donald Crute is at Knox Hospital
suffering with a hip ailment. Mean
while Mrs. Crute and young daugh
ter Kay are In Friendship as guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Prior.
George Vannah and son George
have Joined Mrs. Vannah ln Boston
where they are occupying an apart
ment for the Winter.
Mrs. Ada Lufkin is with her sister
Mrs. Riley Davis, who is in ill
health. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lawreston Creamer were with her
for several weeks.

Mr. and Mrs Albert Beverage
were weekend visitors in Bangor
to visit their daughter Virginia,
who ls a student at the Conserva
tory of Music ln Bangor.
Franklin Waterman and Irma
Grant are In Swampscott for a
brief visit with Mr. Waterman's
sister, Clara Waterman.
Mrs. Herman Crockett Is in
Camden as guest of her uncle,
Henry Newbert.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jordan of
Medfield, Mass., who have been In
town the past week returned home
Friday. They were accompanied
here by two friends from DoverFoxcroft.
Mrs. Ruth Verrill of Oray
is visiting relatives in town for a
few days.
Roy Beverage of Camden passed
the weekend at the home of his
mother, Mrs. Ruth Beverage.
Mrs. Nina Hopkins returned
home Sunday after a few days visit
with her sister, Mrs. Ernest Lowell
of Gorham.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gabrielson
and son of Bar Harbor are visiting
with Mrs. Gabrlclson's mother. Mrs.
Hattie Bray.
Mrs. Grace Cooper ls visiting with
relatives in Camden.
Mr and Mrs William Lobley will
close their home at the North
Shore this week and will spend the
Winter at their Camden residence.
Mr. and Mrs. Fiank Sampson and
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Stone spent
the weekend on the mainland, tak
ing a motor trip to Presque Isle
and vicinity.
Mrs Nellie York Is in Rockland
at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Parker Ladd.
Olorla Temple, Pythian Sisters
will be inspected Wednesday night
by Grand Ouard Oertrude Oliver of
Friendship acting as district deputy.

Lieutenant nnd Mrs. Ellery I). Preston, who are soon to go to Panama
where Lieut. Preston's unit, the 9th Bombardment Group of the First I
Bombardment Squadron, U. S. Army Air Corps, is to be stationed. Lieut. I
Preston, better known as "Red Preston." operated the Rockland airport
for the past several years and gave flying instructions with his Cub trainer.
He entered the Air Corps last Summer and has had training at Kellv
Field. Texas, apd at the present time is at Mitchell Field. Long Island. I
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will New York, awaiting the trip to Panama which is expected the first of
November. Mrs. Preston is the former Clemicc Blackington of Rockland.
8 8 8 8
sponsor a beano party at Grand
—Photo by Cullen.
Army hall Thursday afternoon, with
The first parlor car on Aineriattractive prizes. Mrs. Inez Pack
I can railroads was placed in opera
ard will be hostess.
tion in 1875. The first sleeping
I railroad car in the world was opMrs. W. J. Fernald has returned
! erated in 1876 on the Cumberland BURKETTVILLE
The Methebesec Club meeting
The Misses Victoria Curry. Vir from a visit in Portland.
1 Valley Railroad.
Mr. and Mrs Harland Rowell of
Friday will observe the 50th birth ginia Post and Ruth Ward, and
8 8 8 8
Rockland and Carl Blake of
day of the General Federation of Mrs. Loretta Olendennlng. Mrs
Mrs. Ralph Curtis of Orace street
During 1939 private planes used Springfield. Mass., visited Mr. and
Women's Clubs with a silver tea. Susan Bowley and Mrs. Jessie has returned home after visiting
By Chuck Cochard
j 16,000.000 gallons of gasoline.
Mrs A A Rowell the past week
The collection of silver is to be Snowman spent Sunday ln Port relatives in Mt. Vernon, N. Y„ also
8 8 8 8
Mrs. Florence Powell is employed
sent to the Maine Federation of land.
attending the World's Fair.
Maine has packed more than L- at City Point. Belfast.
Women's Clubs for the endowment
Hollywood,—Patriotism is run-1 term contract with Warners, her
Kenneth Mitchell. William Mit
fund.
Mrs. A 8. Nelson of Damariscotta ning high in Hollywood with the first film since 1938. Zasu Pitts 000,000 cases of peas.
Mr. and Mrs. Vaino A. Johnson
8 8 8 8
chell and Harland Pease are em
(Eleanor Tibbetts* returned Sunday Mills and Miss Pauline Brackett of recently passed Conscription law j and Patsy Kelly are once more a
MLss Madeline Philbrick of West from New York where they visited Damariscotta were guests Sunday and the New National Defense pro
There are 74 manufacturers of ployed ln Littleton, repairing flsh
team, to be featured in a series of motor vehicles in this country; 22 J pools. Kenneth returned Satur FRIENDSHIP
brook Junior College spent the
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I.
F.
Brackett
of
gram All of filmland's studios will comedy features. Franchot Tone
the World's Fair.
The annual Methodist harvest
weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Broad street.
shortly be making pictures which j and Geraldine Fitzgerald have been make passenger cars and 52 make day with a deer.
home
will b? held Wednesday et
Mrs.
Maynard
Sukeforth
spent
Mrs. R E.. Philbrick and had as
commercial cars, trucks and road
will glorify the traditional Ameri- ,
Mrs. Verna Thomas. Mrs. Clara
the vestry. After a social period,
last week with relatives in Bath.
Miss Gwendolyn MacDonald cf can fighting spirit. Production has signed to co-star in "Martin Eden”, tractors.
her guest her roommate. Miss
Curtis and Mrs. Dorothy Lowell, Bridgton was weekend guest of her
to be produced by James Roosevelt
• •88
Oeorge Miller ar.d Fernald Mit- a New England boiled dinner will
Shirley Dean of Gardner, Mass.
and Richard Feyler of Thomaston parents. Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles already started on two patriotic It’s the Jack London story. Sweet
| chell spent the weekend in Little- be served, following which there
More
books
were
published
in
features
—
"Sergeant
Sam
Dreben.
Miss Margaret Rogers who is were tn Waterville Sunday, attend MacDonald, and with Miss Virginia US.A.,” at 20th Century-Fox stu hearts off the screen. Oeorge Brent Britain than in America in 1933. ] ton. Mass. as guests of Mr. and will be a sale of fancy work and
and Ann Sheridan are to be teamed
teaching at Bar Harbor spent the ing a meeting of Young Demo Egan, Miss Barbara Perry, Albert
Mrs. Freemort Jones. They also vegetables. Lantern slides on the
• • • •
dios and "The Amazing Life of Sertopic "Man. Ocd's Partner" will be
weekend with her mother, Mrs crats of Maine.
i
Mills. Jr. and Ansel Young, attend geant York” at Warners. Both films again in "The Bridge Came C.OJ5."
"I beg your pardon. Ma'am. " said made side trips to Boston, CamAddie Rogers.
ed the State Christian Endeavor will present the general spirit Cary Grant with a new two-year the newly arrived maid to the offl- I bridge ar.d Ayer wheTe they saw shown in the auditorium at 8
contract in his pocket is readying
Mrs. W T White is a patient at meeting Saturday in Topsham.
o'clock by Rev H W Van Deman.
which motivated the building of for “Penny Serenade" with Irene t cer’s wife, "tout is it Colonel or i the presidential candidate Wendell The Junior League Is In charge of
Mrs. Clara Fernald has returned Knox Hospital.
i
Willkie.
’ Major I should be calling the
the country from struggling settle Dunne.
from a visit in Portland.
Miss Irma Mather was the guest
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pease decorations for the supper, and Is
The Diligent Dames will meet last weekend of lelatlves and friends ments to Its present position of
“Spring Parade" is Deanna Dur Captain?"
have returned from North Sut also planning a Halloween social
8 8 8 8
dominant world Importance. Few bin's eighth straight hit picture—
A miscellaneous shower was given Thursday afternoon at the home of in Portland
ton, N. H„ where Mr Pease has Thursday. Special Invitations hav?
of these patriotic pictures will have and her best. Story: Of a coun Globe Man's Daily Story
by Miss Lcretta Regers Wednesday Mrs Vanessa Cowan. Talbot avenue,
been
employed in a saw mill for been isued to tbe residents cf
William Allen White, famous
night at Mrs Holmes'. Pleasant with Mrs Merle Bartlett and Mrs.
Mrs. William Hooper was hostess war backgrounds and preachments try girl who goes to Vienna (in the
| Cushing. The pubuc is also inj
several
weeks.
old world), works in a bakery and editor of the Emporia Oazette, was i William Dean and Milton Dean | vlted.
street in honor of MLss Ruth Rog Elsie Munsey as assisting hostesses. last r.ight to Monday Niters, prizes of any sort will be barred.
The draft will take Its toll from falls in love with an army officer, ( once approached by a linotype op
ers. Games were played and re
going to Mrs. John Mills. Mrs. O. B.
For the third successive week
Mrs Waldo Adams of Dubuque. Brown. Mrs. Forest Hatch, Mrs. the motion picture industry. How while trying to get his musical erator who had heard a bit of gos i of Rockland have completed wirfreshments were serverd. She re
I lng buildings in this vicinity for end Mr and Mrs. Ray Wlnchenceived many fine gifts. Those at Iowa is visiting at the home of Mr Cecil Murphy, and consolation, Mrs. ever. it Is believed that those per efforts recognized she gets in all sip atoout his chief.
1 Maynard Sukeforth. Linwood Mit paw ha”e attended the World Fair,
"They say you keep liquor in your
tending were: Miss Ruth Rogers and Mrs. W. T. White, Lake avenue. Austin Huntley. Mrs. Murphy was sons. In certain key positions' sorts of trouble with the Em
chell, Edw. Jacobs aid Millard j being accompanied on each trip
i
cellar,
chief,"
declared
the
man.
throughout
the
film
Industry
will
1
peror (via sending notes to him
Mrs Maynard Holmes, Mrs. Doro
awarded the door prize. Mrs. Ar
i by a different group. Mrs Olive
Paul
Moran,
Sophomore
at
Hebron
“That’s a malicious and unspeak Mitchell.
thy Lowell, Mrs. Evangeline Miller,
thur Bowley will be hostess at next be regarded as necessary both for in tasty roles. S. Z. Sakall almost
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thurston Noyes and Mrs Daisy Simmons
propaganda and as builders of, steals the picture as the kind-lov- able falsehood." bellowed White.
Miss Arline Sprowl. Miss Ruth Academy, spent the weekend with week's meeting.
,of North Union and Mrs. Ray were their latest guests and saw
morale for the civilian populating ; ing bak'^r—he is a close second to I "The liquor is kept in the pantry
Hatch MLss Frances Hatch. Miss his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. C MoMaddocks were visitors Sunday at the World of Tomorrow close for
(
between
the
dining
room
and
the
1
ran.
Mildred Ferrin. Miss Joan PhilMaurice McKusic of Salem. Mass, Only highly trained specialists will Miss Dutbin.
Her voice never
■ the home of Mr and Mrs. Eldcn ever.
breok, William Rytky. Oeorge Mil
was the weekend guest of his be regarded as “indispensable," ac- ' sounded more beautiful and the kitchen. And I’ll tell them so in Maddocks of North Searsmont.
Mrs. Mary Cooper entertained mether. Mrs. Evelyn McKusic, cording to some Inside reports from songs are grand.
Dozens from here attended the
my next edition!"
ler, Buddy Foley. George Robishaw
Mrs. Carolyn Sprowl and son recent reception to Mr. and Mrs.
the Past Presidents Association of Spruce street.
And he did.
Federal authorities. In other words
and Robert Rogers.
"A Dispatch Prom Reuters.' pre
Arthur of Williamstown, Vt. and Winfield Lash held at the Town
8 8 8 8
Edwin Libby Relief Corps Friday
the motion picture Industry will go sents Edward G Robinson. Edna
Mrs. Julia Mitchell of Appleton House ln Cushing. The young
THE
ART,
THE
CRAFT
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son for at 1 o'clock luncheon. A social T.H.E. Club met last night at the on as usual.
Best. Eddie Albert. Albert BMKTwere
callers Friday on Mrs. Ida couple received a wide variety cf
hour
was
enjoyed
and
these
offi

home of Mrs. Daniel Paulitz, Shaw
March of Time producers have! mar, Gene Lockhart. Otto Kruger,
Furs: Burdell's Dress Shop for
Mr. Milne Makes a New Distinc Mitchell.
gifts.
Dresses. Complete stocks always cers were elected: President. Clara avenue. Prizewinners were Mrs. added a new ending to their flrst and Nigel Bruce in a story of the
tion in Acted Shakespeare
on hand. New merchandise coming Curtis: vice president, Winifred Sherman Rokes and Mrs. E. C. feature film “The Ramparts We present style of jourr.a’ism (and
We
read
the
plays
of
that
mas

JOSEPH H. FARWELL
The Ladies Aid is sporsoring a
in every day at moderate prices. Butler; secretary, Bessie Haraden; Boody, and Mrs. Walter Ladd re Watch” since the press preview. It how it fot that wayi.
ter-artist and master-craftsman.
Joseph H. Farwell, 60. known for public harvest supper in the Metho
ceived the travel prize.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block. treasurer, Ida Huntley.
ls sensational—and taken from that
"The Westerner" is a western Shakespeare, and. in reading, we
School street. Rockland.
107-tf
much-talked-of Nazi-German film film that should appeal to those enjoy the art, r.ot the craft. The j the past 30 years throughout the dist vestry Wednesday. Admission,
Mrs. A. B. Norton has returned
Ernest Jchnson returned Monday "The 3aptism of Fire," which Is who like these kind cf pictures.
i 8tatc as a starter for many of the I 35 cents, adults; 25 cents, children,
play is put on the stage, and for I fair associations, died Sunday mom- —adv.
1 from a fortnight's visit in Fort to Auburn, having been overnight
130-lt
usually
shown
to
leaders
of
a
coun•
Cast:
Gary
Cooper,
Walter
Bren

all the new emotions we experi
Fairfield where she was the guest guest of his mother, Mrs Marguerite
try by Nazi officials just before the nan, Doris Davenport, and Fred ence, we have an unhappy feeling I ing very suddenly about 10 o’clock,
of her nephew Ralph Herrick.
Johnson.
Public Cooking School (Electric)
official "blitzkreig" starts In an ef Stone. The story: Very trite and tha^ we have lost something. Wc ! at his home in Unity He was born
■ in Thorndike, the son of the late at Star Theatre, Waldoboro, Oct.
fort
to
frighten
the
leaders
of
the
moth-worn.
It
deals
with
the
old
Mrs Ruth Hoch returned yester
call in this and that doctor to : Oscar and Lydia Ware Farwell, and 22. Oct 29 and Nov. 5 at 2 30 p.
Walter McAuliffe of Fulton street
FIGHT MISERY right where' I
day to her duties as manager cf Bell who went to New York last week nation into submission without ' story of feuds between homestead sage lt. In desperation we put
ers and cattle men and how the the play into modern dress, hoping ! was at one time a resident of Roek- m. Admission free. AU food given
you feel lt-wlth swift-acting
8hops, after an absence due to ill on the tug, Nottingham, with his war.
away. Everybody welcome. Miss
Sylvia
Sidney
this
week
returned
1
roaming westerner saves the day to recapture tliat elusive something. i land.
ness, during which she was a surgi brother. Earl McAuliffe, is returning
He was actively identified with June Freeman, demonstrator.
for
all.
to
Hollywood
and
singed
a
long
cal patient at Knox Hospital.
For a moment (for some of the I many fraternal organizations— <i
home today by bus.
124-133
audience) this almost seems to ! past noble grand of Invectus Lodge.
Mrs. Ralph A. Curtis has returned bring it back, but the illusion goes. 1 I.O.O.F.. a member of the Rebekahs,
A .surprise shower was held in
from a visit in New York, where
honor of Mrs. William Cummings
We cannot see Shakespeare as we of the Masonic Lodge, and Order of TENANT’S HARBOR
Today
and
Wednesday
Mr«. Al.ce Murphy and sons Em
she was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. feel we should. And so we blame
(Laura Candage). She received
i Eastern Star, as well as being a erson and Philip are enroute to Or
Maurice Ames of Mt. Vernon and everybody; everybody but the right
many lovely gifts, and refreshments
j valued member of Harvest Moon mand Beach, Fla., where they have
attended the World s Fair.
were served by the hostess, Mrs.
man Shakespeare the consummate I Grange of Thorndike
employment fcr the winter.
Naturalistic
Candage. Guests were: Eleanor
craftsman who so attuned his
Mr. Farwell is isurvlved by his
Mrs. Everett MiUs of Plymouth,
Porter, Jean Clukey. 'Priscilla Bra
Mrs. Sam Savitt has returned plays to his own audiences that, wife, Mrs Julia Farwell; a son. Rep
Mass.,
was recent guest of her step
zier, Norma Philbrick, Barbara Rob
acted
'before
any
other,
they
will
from Brookline. Mass., where she
resentative E Sam Farwell of Unltv;
inson. Mrs. Donald Cummings, Mrs.
visited Mr. Savitt at the Beth Israel always be a little off the note. For and two brothers. William and Dick daughter. Mis. Alvah Harrs.
A party cf young people from
Edward Hayes. Jean Calderwood,
Hospital.
Mr. Sav:tt's condition his art was for all time; but his Farwell, both of Thorndike.
here .attended the Knox County
Dorothy Baum. Misses 8ylvia and
craft was only for his age.—Lon
shews improvement.
Funeral services will be held from Christian Endeavor Union Rally
Ethel Hayes. Misses Ruth and Jane
don Daily Telegraph
the late residence this afternoon nt held Monday ln the Thomaston
Packard, Victoria Anastasio, Mary
| 2 o’clock, with Rev. Henry Osgood, Baptist Church. Miss Agnes Sive
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cook and Mrs.
Sncw and Leona Flanders. Also
A WARNER BROS • !
nOi.0„oi
Annie Plummer were guests Sunday Star Changes Mind—For Red Cross pastor of the Pittsfield Baptist wright of this place Ls president of
invited was Mary Cross, who was
Washington.
D
C.
—
Katherine
I Church, officiating
in Bar Harbor of Mr and Mrs. El
the Union, and Rev. Byrd Springer
unable to attend.
.
WITMTMBi-MMnYUTJOMIUTEl
mer Decrow, Jr. They were accom Cornell, who for years has refused
of the Seaside Baptist Church con
lucrative
offers
to
appear
on
radio
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS ducted the devotional service pre
panied by Miss Margaret Rogers,
network programs, will make her
i who Ls a teacher In that town.
WORK WONDERS
$7 Deluxe Oil Permanent
ceding the supper hour.
broadcasting debut November 10—
Wednesday and Thursday
Thursday
gratis.
THE THRILL-AND IflUGH HIT'
She has volunteered to appear
MAKE
on a coast-to-coast radio show
Reg. $10.00
GRAPHIC S
over the three major networks,
Supreme
launching the annual Roll Call of
the American Red Cross. The pro
Push Up Wave
gram runs an hour, bet inning at
THEATRE
BEAUTY
lei 251
Candcn
YOUR WINTER HOME 1.30 p. m. 8 8 8 8
AIDS
’***''
And enjoy all the Comforts at
San Francisco — American Red
TUESDAY, OUT. 29
ROBERT PAIGE
Less Expense
Cross chapters in Seattle, Los An
ROOMS or
GRACE MacDONALD
geles and here have been asked to
HALLOWEEN
Encyclopedia Night
BOARD AND ROOM
stand ready to assist American
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, PHONE 142
You ean still start your set!
Call
620
citizens fleeing the Orient upon
VcOWrWWOMWlIM //
You’re a beautiful enchantress ...
Or See Clerk For Rates
Hitler's agents threatened the
their arrival at Pacific Coast Ports.
you'll charm the most eligible
itara and the picture was made
A. L. Schafer, manager of the
bachelor! For you’ve sharpened
under heavy guards. Don't miss
Pacific Area of the Red Cross,
the mystic magic of your femi
stated that help given by chapters
nine loveliness by your visit to
“The Man I Married”
would be patterned after a similar
our shop. Our stylist has scored
with
another victory!
project in which the Red Cross
Joan Bennett, Franeis Lederer
aided
American
refugees
from
Directed fcr
BEAUTY AIDS
Lloyd Nolan
Europe. During the early months
tRTHUR R. W00BS
of the war chapters assisted U S.
LaA.
AT POPULAR PRICES
citizens in reaching their homes
WED.-THURS, OUT. 30-31
NOW PLAYING
and in meeting other repatriation
“
SPRING
PARADE"
C^v*tA^U UA/ o—
History in the making-settle
problems upon their arrival at
with
ment cf California interestingly
eastern
seaboard
ports.
DEANNA DURBIN
told.
Approximately 16.000 American
73 PARK ST.,
TEL. 1078
citizens will be evacuated from the
“KIT CARSON"
Ample Parking Spare
Orient, it is reported.
with
8 8 8 8

STAR UTES

HOLLYWOOD

COLDS;

VICKS VAPORUB

GILBERTS

'mmn

OIL

PERMANENT

PR/A/fF

$2

$3.00

THE THORNDIKE
HOTEL

r/M0Nl«MIW

C

OMIQUt

Mounted
tfvneunuwn

41®*
!(l«%

LUCIEN K. GREEN S SON
BURDELL'S DRESS SHOP

16 School St., Rockland
Odd Fellows Bldg, Upstairs

Strand
Week Days,
Sundays,

m

2.00, 6,30, 8.30
3.00, 630, 8.30

ESCAPE

Are you letting business escape? Why not do what other
alert Rockland merchants do—catch more of it with The
Courier-Gazette Want Ads! It's a simple way to get more
Customers at little cost. You’ll be more than satisfied
with the results you get. Why not prove it for yourself!

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

‘Ramparts We Watch”

Call 770.

PAYSONS’
BEAUTY SALON

Ask For An Ad-Taker!

The average American, according
to figures complied by Arthur D.
Little Company, Cambridge, con
sulting chemists, requires about 30
pounds of textile fibers and a ton
of food annually, but burns 10,000
| pounds of coal and oil and uses
still more waterpower, wood, and
I wind

•ION HALL, LYNN

BARI

THURSDAY ONLY

Only Student

Matinee with

Halloween stunt Party, Prizes,

WANT-ADS

Fun.

Free Cider

Every-Other-Day
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The Grange Corner

A Scene At Buck's Harbor

R

THEY SEARCH FOR TALES I

EALM OF
Mu:

'SIC
by Gladys Si. Clair Heistad

The Boston Symphony Orches accompaniment for two horns and
tra. which Oscar Levant In his' harp, by the Women’s Glee Club
"Smattering of Ignorance" terms of University of Pennsylvania.
as the greatest orchestra In the Harl McDonald, director.
• • • •
world tcday. opened Its 6th season
The Universalist Church in
or. Oct. 11. with Dr. Serge Kous
sevitzky cor.ductlrg. A handsome Rockland is most fortunate in hav
brochure used for the occasion ing Lotte McLaughlin as its solo
ccmmfmorated these six decades ist for an indefinite period. Miss
of continuous activity, and recalled McLaughlin each Sunday presents
the diys of 1881 wher. Boston citi two solos, also does the responses
zens waited all night in a long and leads in hymn singing. More
queue for their season tickets, and impressive than the great beauty
season tickets were auctioned to of her voice and her consummate
the highest bidder. A facsimile artistry, is the reverence with
of the dedicatory program of Sym which she imbues all her numbers.
phony Hall on the evening of Oct. She invests them with a real mes
15, 19C3. when Eeethoven's "Missa sage. It is a great privilege for
£ dim: is" was performed under us to be able to hear this gifted
the baten of Wilhelm Oericke. was singer Sunday after Sunday.
• • • •
rlso of documentary interest.
AUTUMN GIFT
Ir. observance of the orchestra’s
Upon my door
C3th birthday, there is an exhibi
A gentle round.
tion cn view in the First Balcony
I hear the wind
Along the ground.
Gallery of Symphony Hall, which
I feel the softness
presents a graphic review of the
Of the breeze
history of the orchestra. The 60
And flnd a golden
OUt of leave,
years of the organization’s growth
- By Helen McOaughey
Is traced through photographs,
• • • •
programs, ard newspaper clippings,
Belfast
has
a new school music
bcginr.i..g with a complete picture
of the ciginal group of players supervisor who has an unusual and
under George Her.schel set against intriguing musical background. His
the heroic statue of Beethoven and name is Ary Duller. Born in Rot
the huge organ of the old Musk- terdam. Holland. He studied at
Rotterdam Toonkunst. Amsterdam
Hall.
Dr. Koussevitzky. who now en Conservatory, and Master School
ters his 17th consecutive season, with Sevcik. Vienna. After touring
premises a number of revivals per in Holland. Austria. Germany Po
tinent to the anniversary season, land and Czecho-Slovakia. he took
as well as r.ew music of significance a position at the Conservatory in
in addition to the more familiar Bromberg. Poland. Other posi
classics in the orchestral repertoire. tions were head of the violin de
Amor.g the composers whose r.ew partment of the Academy of Mu
works will be heard are Roy Harris, sic in Dusseldorf. Germany, and
Paul Hindemith. Igor Stravinsky, concert master at the Opera House
ur:. B<r jamin Britten While the ln Berlin .and Helsingfors Sym
phony in Finland. He came to the
list ol soloists is still incomplete,
it is known that Vladimir Horo United States in 1914 as first vio
witz. pianist, w.ll return after an linist of the New York Symphony,
abser.ee of ten years, to be heard and conducted for Paramount in
in the Rachmaninoff Third Piano New York for three years. He then
Concerto which marked his Boston returned to Europe as a concert
di'cu: with the orchestra. The 60th artist, remaining there until the
season extends fiom Oct. 11 to late 20's, when he got a contract
for the Boston Conservatory of
May 3—or 24 Friday afternoon and
Saturday evening concerts, six Music through Philip Hale. In the
Monday evenings ar.d Tuesday years since he has done much
afternoons, two Pension Fund concert work through the United
Concerts, ar.d six Youth Concerts. States and Canada, done radio
Many out-of-town concerts are work from the Conservatory, etc
also scheduled. This season Mr. Mr. Duller also acted as musical
Vcr.drak of the contra-bass sec advisor for the Ritz-Carlton mution since 1925 has resigned, and sicales in Boston, with many of
Willis Page has joined that sec the world famous musicians in the
programs At the height of his
tion. The name of Paul Tortelhet
career Mr. Dulfer lost a finger in
is also absent from the list of 'cello
players. When last heard from an accident in Boston, after which
he took a music supervisor's course
he was in France for military duty.
Otherwise the orchestra begins its at the Conservatory, and in 1938
took a position as music supervisor
season with ranks intact.
in the schools of East Machias.
• • • •
Mrs Dulfer is also an accom
Dr. Walter Damrosch resumed plished musician, having done ex
his music appreciation programs tensive concert work in Canada
over the NBC network on Friday, (of which she is a native* and
Oct 18. at 2 p. m. The concerts Boston and vicinity.
as in the past will be divided in
• • • •
to four age groups. The NBC is
Edward Johnson has announced
also making available, as it has ln I the new singers for the Metropolithe past, teachers' manuals and ; tan this season. There are ten
students’ notebooks for the 1940-41 in the list, four of whom are
course.
Americans: Emery Darcy, tenor:
• • • •
Arthur Kent and Francesco Val
From Phyllis Housten ln Wil entino, baritones, and Eleanor
mington. Del. comes a program of Steber. soprano. Other acquisitions
the Philadelphia Orchestra in con are: Germaine Lubln. French dra
cert Saturday evening, Oct. 12. matic soprano; Stella Roman. Ru
which she had the pleasure of manian soprano: Elza Zebranska.
hearing. Eugene Ormandy con Latvian mezzo-soprano; Joel Ber
ducted. Featured were Brahms' glund, Swedish baritone; Alexan
“Variations on a Theme of Haydn." der Sved. Hungarian baritone, and
Schubert's 'Symphony No. 2 in B Salvatore Baccaloni. basso buffo
flat major.” and Respighi's Feste from Italy.
Romane;” also four part-songs byWhich reminds me of a letter reBrahms for women's voices, with

The Courier-Gazette
offers the Biggest

PENCIL DEAL
on Record
FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS OR GENERAL USE
(limited time only)

Imprinted in Gold Letters

Your own name and address, school, or your
place of business
One line of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
An offer as sensational as this has been made
possible only through close co-operation with
one of America’s largest manufacturers.
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.

18 Pencils,
30 Pencils,
60 Pencils,

$ .70
1.00
1.75

l Assorted Colors)
Postage 12c

144 Pencils,

$2.75

(Yellow only)
Postage 15c

In writing quality, length of use, and appear
ance, you’ll declare them the equal of pencils
costing much more. These pencils are Hexa
gon shape rounded corners, Number 2 medium
soft black lead; best for general use.
Get your supply now, while this offer lasts.

Mail your order today.

Where the Boston yachts go on their annual rr rise.

An Immense Pack
More Than 25.000.000
Cases of Green Peas To
Be Put Into Circulation
Maine has a stake in the ninemonth's advertising and merchan- j
dising campaign being launched
this month by the Canned Pea
Marketing Institute, according to
F Webster Browne, ol H C. Bax
ter and Bro . Brunswick, and Sec
retary of Maine Canners' Associa
tion.
The objective of the nationwide
pregram is the movement into con- t
sumption of 23.000 000 cases or ;
mere 6f canned peas. The initial
event will be a “Canned Pea Carni
val" running through Nov. 15.
The supply of canned peas for
the distributing year which opened
June 1, Is more than 28.000.000 cases
representing an FOB canneryvalue of approximately $56,000,000
The actual pack Ls 25.378.047 cases. I
and the carryover frem last year I
2.628 000 cases
The share of the current pack
produced for canning in Maine and
New York combined in available
national statistics, is 2.371.637
eases. The harvested pea acreage
ln Maine during 1940 totalled 5000 !
acres, most of which was given over '
to peas to be canned as such.
In Maine and New York com- ,
bined. there are at least 33 can- ,
ning companies which contract for j
the growing of peas Peas repre- J
sent a cash crop on which the j
grower knows the price he is to re- ’
ceive before planting. Tliere are '
more than 30.000 pea growers in j
the United States.
With the Institute campaign's
appeal being directed principally to
the housewife, a number of inter
esting facts have been made avail
able for her.
The peas are threshed on viners
or threshing machines out in the 1
fields. The shelled peas are col- I
lected in metal pans and delivered j
to the nearby cannery at frequent
intervals. At the cannery various J
methods are used to determine the
maturity of a given load in order I
that peas of one maturity will not
be mixed and canned with peas of
a different maturity. In a single |
day a pack will be separated qjito j
40 or mere different quality shades I
of the different sizes.
Pea packing is one of the most
.highly mechanized of all food can
ning operations. At no stage frem
the field to the can is the canned
product touched by human hands;
{and such is the nature of the
I threshing and canning operations
I that machines, and machines alone,
are capable of performing the
tasks.
j The usual size can of peas—
known as a No. 2 can—contains
two and one-half cups of peas, or
about the same amount obtainable
from shelling that number of
pounds of raw peas. This quantity
will amply serve from four to five
persons.
The liquid in a can of peas is
composed of pure water with a sea
soning of salt and granulated sugar
and is full of food value. The peas
may be simmered in it, or may be
saved for soups, gravies or sauces
Dietetic experts agree that canned
peas are rich in food energy value,
because of their high content of
starch and easily digested natuial
sugars. They are exce lent sources
of protein, vitamins A, B and C.
and of important minerals—cal
cium, iron and phosphorus. The
canning process helps to conserve
the vitamins and minerals.

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

McNary Offers Sound
Progressive Ideas
Senator Charles L. McNary, the
Republican nominee for Vice Presi
dent, demonstrated in his Accept
ance Speech that he remains a sym
bol of the pioneering West, believing
in progressive but sound ideas of
government.
The Oregonian gave the New Deal
credit for trying—but, as he pointed
out so forcefully, it has failed to
achieve its objectives because of a
lack of capacity to govern and be
cause of its "political and economic
heresies which have deflected us
from our course."
Speaking of the farm problem,
Senator McNary asserted that "the
prosperity of agriculture should be
the first charge on the attention of
any administration.” Those who
have followed his career as a battler
for the farmer during the last 23
years in the Senate know that
Charles McNary speaks with aincerity on that subject.
"The New Deal has administered
the farm problem for more than
seven years,” Senator McNary as
serted. "What is the present state
of the American farmer, who, with
his dependents, makes up a quarter
of our population? In the year 1939
his share of the national income was
lowestsince records have been kept.”
Senator McNary strongly advo
cates preserving the American mar
ket for the American farmer, believ
ing it is “far and away the greatest
market” and the "only one we can
hope to control.”
Indirect Taxes

The Northwestern National Life
Insurance Company finds that fam
ilies with a monthly income of $80
pay an average of $116.04 a year ln
indirect or so-called hidden taxes.
This is about 12 per cent of the
average income. Who said only the
big fellows pay taxes?

Roving Reporter
Continued from Page One)
yore, replaced by a modern con
crete road, and we might have
imagined ourself in another coun
try but for the presence of those
large checkerboard signs which in
form the tourist of hLs approach to
one of the myriad of crossings over
the tracks of the Canadian Na
tional Railways.
Surrounded By Tombstones

And so we rolled comfortably
along, setting into flight flocks of
what appeared to be swallows.
The Junction of the highway
leading to Saint John and the one
which turns off toward St. An
drews is a bit confusing, and we
came near making the wrong turn
as we had once before.
Again we noted that the wood
lands contain few hardwood trees
—mostly Junipers, cedars and
spruces, with now and then a few
clumps of birches and oaks. The
juniper seems to be especially well
established, but why anybody
should ever want a Juniper tree
beats my understanding. The frosts
had turned them to thelr familiar
greenish, yellow color.
And, Incidentally, why did the
Canadians ever build so many nar
row bridges, modern in some other
respects.
There has been much new build
ing since I last passed over the Saint
John road, and scores of over-night
camps have sprung into being.
The church and school are
never neglected by our Canadian
cousins—and ycu will find many of
each. One church stcod in the
very center of a cemetery. Kirkyards are common enough, but I
had never seen a church complete
ly surrounded by tombstones.
(To Be Continued)

JEFFERSON
Public Cooking School < Electric)
at Star Theatre, Waldoboro. Oct.
22. Oct. 29 and Nov. 5 at 2JO p.
m Admission free. AU food given
away. Everybody welcome. Miss
June Freeman, demonstrator.
124-133

Buy Yourself rich—through elas<1f!e<1

CHANGING SEASONS
[For The Courier-Gazette]
The woodbine on the gray stone wall
With brilliant reddening leaves, come
Fall.
Give welcome warmth ln crisp, cool
air
As blown about most everywhere
Leave, mingle wltn the grasses green
''er I’ll on door and window screen.
They chum with maple and sumac
And Ilylng thistles' downy sack
They call to mind the Christmas
season
And thrill us for this Joyous reason;
When hearts are warm and hold much
pleasure
To g.ee. tills period with generous
measure

offers

K

Rockland.

young American singers.
Now at the beginning of its sixth
year, the search for talent goes on,
and the same five men who began
the program continue to appraise
the talents of operatic aspirants
who eome before them: Earle Lewis,
(upper left), assistant manager;
Edward Johnson, (upper center),
general manager and chairman of
the auditions committee; Edward
Ziegler, (upper right), assistant
manager; John Erskine, (lower
left), chairman of the management
committee; and Maestro Wilfred
Pelletier, (lower right), conductor,
whose arduous task it is to sift ont
hundreds of voices ln preliminary
hearings to flnd those who sing to
milliona on the Sunday afternoon
broadcasts (5 p.m.. EST, NBC-Red
coast-to-coast network).
Opinions of the radio audience
are welcome, and invited, though
the decisions of the judge? must be
final for they alone know the exact
ing requirements of the opera.

talnmert will be in the form of
a Halloween party, with costumes
optional, ln charge of William
Daucette. Harriett Arnold and
Harold Arrc'd Refreshments will
be served.
win I LIKE THE COURIER-GAZETTE

(For The Courier-Gazette]
I like The Courier for late local news.
Through its long list of ada I like to
peruse.
The Roving Reporter knows what he
ls at.
Tv hts Black Cat Column I take ofl
my hat.
The scope of the news which It prints
up to date
Covers Important facta throughout
the State.

Of their Steamboat Column, they
really can boast
Along with the column. Ouardlaaa of
the Coast.
The Talk of the Town la a column
Of the happenings that're seen and
heard on the Street.
| For a good restful evening I’m perfectly set
I With my pipe and tobacco. and The
Courier-Gazette.
Deer Isle

Capt

Walter Edgar Scott

New De Soto’s Wide,
Long, Low-Slung Rocket
Body gives You a Great

New Floating Ride!
Built close tothe ground—DeSoto
has a distinguished, new rakish
look. But that’s only part of the
story—it “hugs” the road—rides
over bumps without jolts or jars.
YEAR’S BIGGEST FEATURES.

FLUID DRIVE

WITH

SIMPLIMATIC TRANSMISSION
The oil-like smoothness of Fluid
Drive is now combined with full
Automatic Shifting for all nor
mal driving.
You can stop, start, drive all day,
without touching clutch or shifting
gears. New 105-Horsepower Su
per-Economy Engine offers enor
mous power...flashing acceleration!

cently received from John Egerton
who has long been a good friend to
me In my musical effort. In Mr.
Egerton’s letter he writes: “The
soprano at my church (where I am
chairman of the music committee)
is going to startle the town, I think,
at her first Metropolittan perfor
mance. She won last year's Met.
auditions, and I predict a marvel
ous future. She just did the three
recordings of 'Butterfly', which are
put out by the Music Appreciation
League that John Erskine heads.
They are very well done and a
marvelous buy—$2.55 for the set.”
Evidently he writes of Miss Ste

17 feet, 4 inches—bumper to bump
er. Wider—roomier inside. 8 smart,
new solid colors—4 stunning new
2-tone combinations.

Interesting, isn't it?

F.

A

This Car Really Hugs the Road

There will be a special social
gathering in the Finnish Church
Thursday night at 7 o'clock Friends
of the Church ln Long Cove and
Tenants Harbor will have charge
of the program. They also ar
range the serving of refreshments.
All are welcome.

ber.

8

No more impressive proof of the
vitality of the Grange could be
found than in the remarkable acquistion of new halls which local
units throughout the Cbuntry are
providing for themselves during
the present year. The season now
closing has without question seen
the dedication of more Grange
homes than in any previous equal
period ln the entire 73 years his
tory of the organization. More
over. the value of the buildings and
their contents has been higher
than previous construction, many
of these halls exceeding $8000 and
$10,000 in completed cost, while
others have run much higher than
that.
Pennsylvania young people's groups
have been doing admirable work
of late on Grange programs by
staging pageants which deal with
local history. Orange progress and
other interesting events in the
home community. Excellent casts
FEW years ago, an idea came
have been assembled, careful re
to a young man in a taxicab
hearsals held and the presenta passing by the world’s greatest
tions witnessed by large groups of fltadel of grand opera—The Metro
people. One of these particularly politan Opera House in New York
successful was put on by members City. Great crowds were gathering,
of Tyro Hall Grange in Bucks \ and the familiar "block-long" line
county. In which more than 50 Of "gallery gods" was like a-belt
persons participated in the pre around the aged yellow-brick build
sentation. The pageant was divid- j ing.
He thought of the great names of
ed into three parts, the first deal- 1 opera,
wondered how they got
ing with the organization and "thelr” opportunity. He knew some
growth of the Grange; second, the thing of the trials of auditions
history of Buekirgham township; which had always been held behind
third. “A Century of Fashions." closed doors—before a critical few
Many of the costumes worn by the of the opera's management. “Why
cast went back a century or more wouldn't the public be interested ln
being 'in on’ these hearings?" "Why
and in most instances had been couldn’t the auditions be held open
actually worn 'by the ancestors of ly; still better, why couldn't they
those who took part in the pageant. be broadcast to milliona?"
• • • •
So, the Idea—born In a taxicab—
In setting up the Advisory Agri became the “Metropolitan Opera
Auditions of the Air” as two great
cultural Deler.se committee for the American inatitutiona. The Metro
State of Pennsylvania. Gov. James politan Opera Association and The
wiselv turned to the Grange or Sherwin-Williams Company, joined
ganization for leadership and bands to champion the cause of
named as chairman of the com- '
mittee John H. Light, present Sec- ' 103d birthday anniversary.
Mr
retary of Agriculture, but for I Terry is a successful fanner and
many yeaTs secretary of the | until two years ago had taken an
Pennsylvania State Grange. Chair- I active part in the farm work.
man Light has had a long experi- ,
• • • •
ence ln public life ar.d his 1
Pennsylvania Grange members
thorough Grange training admir- !
are looking forward to a great ses
ably fits him for the heavy respon- i
sion at Wilkes-Barre the second
sibilitles laid upon his shoulders j
week in December, when the 68th
by this latest appointment.
annual State Grange convention
• • • •
wll) be called to order. The hotel
Since last December the Surplus facilities of that city are very
Commodities Corporation has pur ample, the location is central, and
chased approximately 241.000.000 State Orange officers are locking
pounds of lard for domestic relief for the largest session attendance
distribution.
that has ever been recorded. The
• • • •
past year has been a successful
When death in August took one in Pennsylvania Orange work,
I Chari, s H Oaatga of South Paris and much credit is due to the
j almost 106 years old, and thereby leadership of State Master Kenzle
j removed the oldest Grange mem S. Bagshaw and his associates.
• • • •
ber ln the world, immediate in' vestigation was made to locate the
At the meeting Wednesday of
! one upon whom that distinction Megunticock Grange of Camden
' should now fall. Discovery has there will be work in the third
been made that the honor goes to and fourth degrees, the work being
a Patron of Chautauqua county, done by the Ladies' Degree Team
, New York. Jay Levi Terry of Sin- of Tranqullty Orange, followed by
: clairville. who has just passed his the harvest supper. The enter-
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